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8 5 4 TECHNOECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF MARINE FISH PRODUCTION, MARKETING 
AND CAPACITY UTILIZATION OF PROCESSING PLANTS IN GUJARAT 
M. Devaraj, R. Sathiadhas and R. Reghu 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute. Cochin • 682 014. India 
Introduction 
Among the major maritime states of India, 
Gujarat has the longest coastline (1,600 km) and 
the largest continental shelf area (1,65,00 
sq.km). The current annual catch of marine fish 
in this state is 6,45,261 tonnes (1994-'95). lan-
ded in about 221 coastal fish landing centres by 
21,018 fishing units, manned by about 0.75 lakh 
fishermen. The present study was undertaken 
with the following objectives. 
- To review the marine fish production in the 
sate vis-a-vls the potential j^eld. 
- To assess the economic performance of traw-
lers and motorised gillHetters. 
- To analyse the distribution pattern of marine 
fish "in the internal mairkets and the performance 
of marine fishery exports. 
- To evaluate the capacity utilisation of proces-
sing plants. 
- To suggest policy measures for improvements 
in the production and marketing of marine fish. 
Data base 
The data pertaining to fishing craft and gear, 
fish landings and processing plants were collec-
ted from the various publications of the Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin and 
the statistical reports of the Government of Guja-
rat while the details of export of marine products 
were collected from the records of the Marine Pro-
ducts Export Development Authority, Cochin -16 
The data on initial investment, operational costs 
and earnings of motorised gillnetters and mecha-
nised trawlers were collected from selected 
fishing units operating at Veraval and Mangrol 
during 1993-'94. Appropriate economic and sta-
tistical tools were employed in the analysis and 
interpretation of the data. 
Fishing fleet 
The number of fishing units has been increa-
sing steadily over the last decade from about 
12,300 during 1984-'85 to about 21,000 during 
1994-'95 (Table 1). During 1984-'85, 63 % of the 
fleet was of traditional nonmechanised units 
which declined to about 40 % during 1994-'95 
but the mechanised fleet increased substantially 
from 4,557 units during 1984-'85 to 12.648 
units during 1994-'95. Among the mechanised 
units, the trawlers, gfllnetters and FRP boats 
increased in number considerably by the addi-
tion of 3. 599, 2,243 and 2,319 units respective-
ly, over the last ten years. 
TABLE l. Categorywisejlshingjleet in Gujarat (1984'85 to 1994-'95). Source :Gularat State Fisheries Statistics 1994-'95 
Year 
1984-'85 
1985-'86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
Trawlers 
1.035 
1,919 
2,062 
2,230 
2,522 
2.712 
2,814 
3.055 
3,456 
3.941 
4,634 
Mechanised 
Gill 
natters 
867 
956 
1,050 
1.124 
1,756 
1,770 
1,946 
2.211 
2.315 
3,058 
3,110 
FRP 
boats 
-
-
-
226 
492 
859 
1,044 
1,386 
1,618 
2,161 
2.545 
OBM 
boats 
1,566 
1.673 
1.854 
1,776 
1,806 
1,822 
1,838 
1,862 
1,957 
1.813 
1,814 
Other 
boats 
289 
310 
347 
359 
427 
486 
498 
510 
524 
530 
545 
Total 
mech. 
boats 
4,557 
4,858 
5,313 
5,715 
7,003 
7,649 
8,140 
9,024 
9,870 
11,503 
12,648 
Total 
nonmech. 
boats 
7,749 
8,018 
8,498 
8,965 
8,966 
8,735 
8,677 
8,825 
8,745 
8,323 
8,370 
Total 
12.306 
12,876 
13.811 
14,680 
19,969 
16,384 
16.817 
17.849 
18,615 
19,826 
21.018 
Percapita fishing area 
The cirea available per active fisherman and 
fishing boat in the inshore and offishore fishing 
grounds declined drastically over the years from 
1961 to 1990 due to the steady Increase in the 
number of active fishermen (Table 2). The area 
available per fishing unit in the inshore region 
TABLE 2. Area (in ha) of inshore and ojfshore seas available 
per active Jlsherman andjishing boat (mech. & ru}n mech.) 
during successive time periods from 1961 to 1990 
TABLE 3. Marine fish production during 1985-'86 to 1994-95 
Source : Gi0arat State Fisheries Statistics 1994-'95 
Year 
1961-'62 
1976-'77 
1980-'81 
1990-'91 
Area available per 
fishing unit (ha) 
Inshore 
(0-50 m) 
depth 
1,453 
1,095 
862 
499 
Offshore 
(50-200m) 
depth 
2,214 
1,669 
1.314 
760 
Area available per 
active fisherman (ha) 
Inshore 
(0-50m) 
depth 
554 
288 
177 
136 
Offshore 
(50-200m) 
depth 
843 
439 
271 
207 
upto the depth of 50 m decreased from 1,453 ha 
during 1961-'62 to 499 ha during 1990-'91. Simi-
larly, the fishing area per fishing unit in the off"-
shore region between the 50 and 200 m depths 
reduced from 2,214 to 760 ha during this period. 
The area available per active fisherman declined 
from 554 to 136 ha in the inshore region and 843 
to 207 ha in the offshore region from 1960-'61 to 
1990-'91. 
Production trends 
Marine fish production increased two fold 
from about 3.1 lakh t during 1984-'85 to 6.5 lakh 
t during 1994-'95 (Table 3). The annual catch 
registered steady increase but there was a quan-
tum jump during 1988-'89. The annual growth 
rate ranged from 1.76 % during 1993-'94 to 26.4 
% during 1988-'89, when the landings increased 
from 3.27 lakh t In the previous year to 4.14 lakh 
t during 1988-'89, mainly because of the Intro-
duction of FRP boats and the intensification of 
mechanised fishing by adding more gillnetters 
and trawlers. 
The landing centre value of marine fish pro-
duction which was about Rs. 133 crores during 
Year 
1985-'86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-•92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
Production Growth rate Value in lakhs 
(t) (%) (Rs.) 
3.06,577 
3,15.942 
3,27,560 
4,14,679 
4,32,364 
5,00,462 
5,30,017 
6,09,103 
6.19.836 
6.45,261 
5.5 
3.1 
3.7 
26.4 
4.1 
15.75 
5.91 
14.93 
1.76 
4.10 
13.302.62 
17.356.00 
19.269.36 
23.487.91 
24.153.63 
31.088.74 
42.590.36 
56.579.32 
59.650.41 
75.988.48 
1985-'86 increased to about Rs.760 crores 
during 1994-'95 indicating a six fold Increase In 
revenue as against only a two fold Increase In 
fish production. 
Veraval is one of the three major fishing har-
bours in Gujarat, the other two being Mangrol 
(40 km north of Veraval) and Porbandhar (120 
km north of Veraval), all located In the Junagadh 
district of the Saurashtra coast (Table 4). During 
TABLE 4. Centrewtse marine fish landings in Guforaf during 
i 994-"95, Source : Gujarat States Fisheries Statistics 
1994--95 
Name Catch 
(tonnes) 
% 
Veraval 
Porbander 
jEtfrabad 
Jakhau 
Okha 
Mangrol 
Raj para 
Nava Bander 
Umarsadi 
Rupen Dwark 
Other centres 
2,18,217 
92.157 
23.411 
46.147 
36.197 
39.521 
9.465 
27,506 
11.559 
14,134 
1.26.947 
33.82 
14.82 
3.63 
7.15 
5.60 
6.12 
1.47 
4.26 
1.79 
2.19 
19.67 
Gujarat 6,45,261 100.00 
the period 1983-'88, the annual catch at Veraval 
remained more or less stable ranging only narrow-
ly between 33,827 t (1983) and 55,144 t (1984). 
Thereafter, it increased steadily from 72,370 t 
(1989) to the maximum of 2,18.217 t (1994-'95). 
The Junagadh district of 256 km coastline (with 
3 fishing harbours and 24 village landing 
centres) accounted for 398,961 t (62 %) of marine 
fish landings In 1994-'95 (Table 5). Out of the 
TABLE 5. Districtwise marineJlsh Urndtngs (tonnes) in Gujarat Source : Gufarat State Fisheries Statistics 1994-'95 
District 
Valsad 
Surat 
Baruch 
Kheda 
Bhavanagar 
Amreli 
Junagadh 
Jamnagar 
Rajkot 
Kutch 
Total 
1984-'85 
14,570 
625 
1.575 
1.586 
873 
54.917 
1.50.915 
31521 
701 
34.295 
2,90,708 
1985-"86 
12,831 
858 
712 
1,280 
585 
33,887 
1,94,095 
25.238 
1.674 
35.417 
3.06,577 
1986-'87 
11,446 
1,859 
1,427 
994 
737 
22,792 
2,16,871 
27,998 
504 
31,314 
3,15,942 
1987-'88 
20,556 
1,009 
1,879 
843 
1,203 
27.872 
2.03,761 
40.232 
463 
29,743 
3,27,560 
1988-'89 
15.525 
1.531 
1.912 
2.315 
1.240 
30.896 
2.63,769 
44.161 
2.825 
46.896 
4,14.073 
1989-'90 
30.072 
2.057 
2,114 
1.516 
2,454 
49.564 
2,47,215 
45,354 
2,452 
49,566 
4,32,364 
1990-'91 
35,125 
4,484 
2,111 
988 
5,904 
49,488 
2,80,840 
54,299 
1,845 
63,378 
5,00,462 
1991-'92 
45,050 
4,399 
2,319 
774 
4.106 
35.019 
3.10.387 
63,452 
2,681 
61,830 
5,30,017 
1992-'93 
50.229 
6.415 
2.428 
881 
5.101 
78.715 
3.35.100 
66.202 
1.058 
62.974 
6.09.103 
1993-'94 
55,559 
3,996 
3,068 
976 
1,958 
72,040 
1994--95 
58.760 
7.765 
3.397 
1.018 
4,693 
33,610 
3,58.629 3,98,961 
58,887 
1,489 
63,234 
58,912 
1,318 
76.827 
6.10,836 6,45,261 
Gujarat total of 645.261 t (1994-'95). the bulk of 
the landings was at Veraval (218.217 t in 
1994-'95) while the remaining was contributed 
by Mangrol, Porbandhar and the other 24 village 
landing centres, located in the district. The Amre-
li district of 112 km coastline (a part of which is 
sandwiched within the Eirch-like Junagadh 
district) and the Jamnagar district of 396 km 
coastline (immediately north of Junagadh 
district) landed 33,610 t (5.2 % of state total) and 
58,912 t (9.1 % of state total) respectively in 
1994-'95. Thus the districts constituting 
the ^aurashtra coast landed 491,483 t during 
1994-'95, which formed 76 % of the state total of 
645,261 t. 
The estimated annual maximum sustainable 
yield (also referred to as the potential yield) of 
fish (including the crustaceans and the cephalo-
pods) from the Gujarat continental shelf (upto 
the depth of 200 m from the shore line) of 
165,000 sq. km is 567,000 t (385,000 t from the 
inner shelf area of 65,000 sq. km upto 50 m 
depth and 1,82,000 t from the outer shelf area of 
99,000 sq. km between 50 m and 200 m depth). 
As against this annual potential of 567.000 t, the 
current yield of 6,45,261 t (1994-'95) suggests 
absolutely no further scope for increasing the 
annual catch any further. 
The species composition of the catch from 
1990-'91 to 1994-'95 is given in Table 6. More 
than 70 % of the catch is accounted for by low 
priced fishes like the small sciaenids (36 %), Bom-
bayduck (11 %), ribbonflshes (10%), small sized 
shrimps (6 %), small clupeids like Cottia sp. (4 %) 
and various other items shown in the table. The 
landings of other sciaenids increased from 1.8 
lakh t during 1990-'91 to 2.4 lakh t during 
1994-'95 while the Bombayduck peaked at 1.0 
lakh t during 1992-'93. Ribbonfish catch 
increased gradually from 0.4 lakh t during 
1990-'91 to 0.6 lakh t during 1994-'95 while the 
smeill sized shrimps Increased from 0.2 leikh t 
during 1990-*91 to 0.4 lakh t during 1994-'95. 
Pomfrets, sharks, clupeids, catflshes, seerfl-
shes, perches, medium and jumbo prawns, 
cephalopods (squids and cuttle fishes) and other 
miscellaneous fishes also Increased steadily 
during 1990-'91 to 1994-'95. Exportable items 
like the prawns and the cuttlefishes showed mar-
ked Increase in their landings during this period. 
The former increased from 5,724 to 17,782 t and 
the latter from 12,380 to 26,448 t. The pomfret 
catch increased from 12.835 to 15,168 t, the cat-
fish from 0.12 to 0.24 lakh t, the seerfish catch 
increased from 6,331 to 8.459 t and the perches 
from 3,805 to 6,988 t during this period. 
However, the jewfish (sciaenids) reduced from 
13.010 to 10,178 t the hilsa from 2,075 t to 
2,138 t, the leather jacket from 1.743 to 769 t. 
the Indian salmon from 1.530 to 1.093 t and the 
rock lobster from 875 to 578 t during this 
period. 
TABLE 6. Specleswise marine Jish production (tonnes) in Guja-
rat Source : Gujarat State Jlshertes statistics 1994-'95 
Name of fish 
White pomfret 
Black pomfret 
Bombay duck 
Threadfln 
Jewfish 
Hilsa 
Cluplds 
Coflia 
Shark 
Mullet 
Catfish 
Eel 
Leather Jacket 
Seerflsh 
Indian salmon 
Ribbon fish 
Sihrer bar 
Perch 
Small sciaenids 
Shrimp 
Prawn (medium) 
Prawn (Jumbo) 
Lobster 
Crab 
Levta 
Cuttle fish/squids 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
1990-'91 
10,694 
2,141 
72,712 
2,328 
13.010 
2,705 
7.773 
16.648 
9.580 
4,008 
12.435 
3.443 
1.743 
6.331 
1.530 
40.906 
4.690 
3.805 
1,84.851 
18,463 
4,360 
1,364 
875 
1,690 
1,809 
12,380 
53,198 
5,00,462 
1991-'92 
9,053 
3,838 
66,389 
2,444 
9,602 
2,082 
8,003 
18,261 
15,707 
2,905 
17,046 
2,331 
2,006 
7,225 
1,250 
38,684 
4,913 
6,264 
1,96,500 
27,560 
8,759 
1.648 
1,141 
1,640 
791 
18,078 
55,935 
5,30,017 
1992-'93 
6,925 
2.009 
1,04,039 
2.590 
15.130 
1.613 
9.628 
21.314 
16.301 
3.823 
17.597 
3.328 
1.162 
6.143 
1,703 
46.167 
4.760 
6.486 
2,10.173 
31.815 
10,117 
3,056 
939 
659 
553 
21,536 
60,553 
6.09,103 
1993-'94 
8,158 
2,968 
84,093 
4,369 
18,361 
1.899 
16,399 
19,274 
17,645 
3,229 
2,20,022 
3,392 
1,485 
7,999 
1,561 
49,362 
4,276 
7,256 
2,21,728 
29,483 
9,576 
2,246 
832 
1,229 
670 
20,142 
6,81,382 
6,19,836 
1994-'95 
11.615 
3.553 
70.890 
3.170 
10.178 
2.138 
11.693 
23.788 
15.395 
4.427 
24.218 
3.278 
769 
8.459 
1.093 
61.818 
4.386 
6.988 
2,35.934 
38.063 
15.794 
1.988 
578 
1.697 
1.529 
26.448 
65.382 
6,45.261 
Per capita production 
The fishing fleet consists of 12,648 mechani-
sed units and 8.370 nonmechanlsed units, total-
ling to 21.018 units operated by about 75,000 
active fishermen during 1994-'95. The annual 
catch of 645,261 t for 1994-'95 indicates the ave-
rage catch to be 31 t per unit and 8,603 kg per 
active fisherman. Assuming 200 actual fishing 
days a year, the per capita production per active 
fisherman worked out to 43 kg per day during 
1994-'95. 
Economic performance of fishing units 
The economic performance of small trawlers 
and motorlsed gfilnetters operating along the 
Gujarat coast is furnished In Table 7. The initial 
TABLE ?. Ek:onomlc performance of motorised gtUnetters and 
mechanised trawlers in Gi^arat (1993-'94) 
Economic parameters 
Average initial Investment (Rs. in lakhs) 
Annual catch (tonnes) 
Value (Rs. In lakhs) 
Operating cost (Rs. in lakhs) 
Fixed cost (Rs. in lakhs) 
Total cost (Rs. in lakhs) 
Net operating Income (Rs. in lakhs) 
Net income (Rs.in lakhs) 
Rate of return (%) 
Payback period (in years) 
Value realised per kg of flsh (Rs. per kg) 
Average total cost per kg of fish (Rs. per kg) 
Average operating cost per kg of fish 
(Rs. per kg) 
investment on small trawlers (32 to 36 feet ove-
rall length) operating in the inshore waters 
ranges from Rs. 3.5 to 8.0 lakhs, depending on 
the year of purchase. Most of the trawlers opera-
ting in Veraval are old and their average initial 
investment works out to Rs. 5.25 lakhs. The ave-
rage annual catch of a trawler during 1993-'94 
was 68 t, worth Rs. 9.25 lakhs in gross earnings; 
the annual operating cost which worked out to 
Rs. 6.85 lakhs, was mainly on account of fuel 
and labour charges, while depreciation and inte-
rest on initial investment formed the annual 
fixed cost of Rs. 1.15 lakhs; the net operating inco-
me was Rs. 2.4 lakhs and the net profit Pis. 0.82 
lakhs; the payback period is 3.62 years and the 
rate of return 33.6 %. Although the average 
annual catch of trawlers has been declining over 
Trawlers 
5.25 
68.00 
9.25 
6.85 
1.15 
8.43 
2.40 
0.82 
33.60 
3.62 
13.60 
12.40 
11.79 
Gill 
netters 
1.20 
16.95 
1.50 
1.15 
0.20 
1.35 
0.35 
0.15 
28.00 
4.10 
8.85 
7.96 
6.78 
the years, the operation has been viable due to 
the overall increase In the price of the catches. 
The initial investment on a motorised gillnet-
ter ranges from Rs. 1 to 3 lakhs, the average 
being Rs. 1.2 lakhs ; the average annual catch 
during 1993-*95 was 16.95 t, fetching a gross 
income of Rs. 1.50 lakh; the annual operating 
cost Rs.1.15 lakhs, the major expense being fuel 
and labour charges, the annual fixed cost compri-
sing depreciation and interest on the initial 
investment was Rs. 0.20 lakh; the net operating 
income was Rs. 0.35 lakh and the net profit Rs. 
0.15 lakh; the payback period is 4.1 years and 
the rate of return 28 %. 
Marketing 
Internal marketing : The major quantity of 
marine fish produced is channelised into the 
internal marketing system for domestic consump-
tion within the-country. 29.1 % of the catch is 
distributed as fresh and 39.8 % in dried condi-
tion 29.4 % of the catch is converted into fish-
meal, 1.6 % is used as manure while 0.1 % is of 
fins and maws. Fresh fish consumption has sub-
stantially increased from 18.5 % in 1992-'93 to 
29.1 % in 1993-'94 (Table 8). 
TABLE 8. Distribution pattern ofjish in the internal markets in 
Gi^arat Source : Cigarat State Fisheries Statistics 
(1994-'95) 
Item 1992-'93 
QuanUty (%) 
1994-'95 
QuanUty (%) 
Fresh fish 
Dried fish 
Flshmeal 
Fish manure 
Fins & maws 
18.5 
39.9 
41.5 
0.1 
29.1 
39.8 
29.4 
1.6 
0.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 
Export : Export of marine products has 
increased steeply from 6,204 (2 % of the total 
catch) during 1984-'85 to 86.987 (13.5 % of the 
total catch) during 1994-'95. There has been a 
quantum jump in the exports since 1990-'91 due 
to the increase in the export of frozen fish (Table 
9). The ports of exports include Veraval, Porb-
TABLE 9. Marine fish production and export from Gi^arat 
during 1984-'85 to 1994-'95 
Year 
1984-'85 
1985-'86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
Annual 
production 
(tonnes) 
2.90,708 
3.06.577 
3.15.942 
3.27.560 
4.14,679 
4.33,264 
5.000,462 
5,30,017 
6,09,103 
6.19,836 
6,45,261 
Export 
(tonnes). 
6,204 
7,983 
8,513 
7,025 
7.819 
8.815 
22,155 
30,547 
44,478 
59,897 
86,987 
% of export 
in production 
2.1 
2.6 
2.7 
2.1 
1.9 
2.0 
4.4 
5.8 
7.3 
9.7 
13.5 
andar, Okha and Kandla (Table 10). Out of the 
86,987 t of marine products exported during 
1994-'95, 62.5 % was sent through the Porban-
dar port and the rest through the Kandla port. 
The export through the Veraval port reduced 
TABLE lo. Portwlse exportJrom Gujarat (tonnes) during 1984-85 
to 1994--95 
Year Okha Veraval Porbandar Kandla Total 
1984-'85 
1985-'86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
-
321 
645 
-
-
-
-
-
826 
-
-
2,170 
1,385 
1,218 
497 
448 
121 
-
-
308 
-
-
4,034 
2,871 
3,586 
2,093 
1,863 
1,210 
11.189 
19.150 
26.084 
32.428 
54,406 
-
3.406 
3.064 
4.436 
6.508 
7,484 
10,966 
11,397 
17,260 
27,469 
32.581 
6,204 
7,983 
8,513 
7,025 
7,819 
8,815 
22,155 
30,547 
44,478 
59,897 
86,987 
gradually from 2,170 t during 1984-'85 to 121 t 
during 1989-'90 and after a gap of two years it 
increased to 308 t In 1992-'93 but remained 
stagnant at the level thereafter. Similarly, the 
Okha port which was not functioning after 
1987-'88 exported 8261 during 1992-'93 but stop-
ped exports again. Fresh or frozen fish constitute 
the major Item forming about 70 % of total mari-
ne product export, cephalopods (squids and cut-
tlefishes) form 20%, shrimps 9 % and lobster 
tails and other items including live items 0.5 % 
each (Table 11). 
TABLE 11. Marine products export from Gujarat during 
1994--95 
Item 
Frozen shrimp 
Fr. lobster tail 
Fr. cuttle/fillet 
Fr. squids 
Fresh/Fr. fish 
Others 
Total 
Quantity 
(tonnes) 
7,773 
410 
7,614 
9.990 
60,741 
459 
86.987 
1 
% 
8.94 
0.47 
8.75 
11.48 
69.83 
0.53 
100.00 
r^alue (Rs) 
crores 
122.12 
16.16 
45.07 
46.14 
186.46 
1.89 
417.84 
% 
29.23 
3.87 
10.79 
11.04 
44.62 
0.45 
100.00 
Value/ 
kg.(Rs) 
157.11 
394.15 
59.19 
46.19 
30.70 
41.18 
48.03 
During 1994-'95 the maximum income 
(44.62 %) was generated from the export of fish 
items while the revenue from shrimp export for-
med only about 29.23 % and that from cuttlefish 
22 %. The gross income from marine product 
export increased from Rs. 37.46 crores during 
1989-'90 to Rs. 417.84 crores during 1994-"95. 
Capacity utilisation in processing plants 
During 1994-'95. 86, 987 t of finished mari-
ne products comprising fishes, cephalopods 
(squids and cuttlefishes), shrimps, lobsters and 
other items including live varieties have been 
exported from Gujarat. 
The 33 freezing plants registered with the 
Marine Products Export Development Authority, 
Cochin as per their 1994-'95 records have a total 
capacity of 1,221 t per day. at the average 
capacity of 37 t per day per plant. The quantity of 
86,987 t of marine products processed and 
exported during 1994-'95 from these plants 
works out to 2,636 t per plant, Indicating only 
19.52 % capacity utilisation. At full capacity utili-
sation average annual product output should be 
365 days x 37 t = 13, 505 t per plant. In other 
words, the plants could be said to have worked 
effectively at full capacity only for a period of 71 
days out of 365 days. 
If sufficient raw materials were available for 
the normal functioning of the processing plants, 
they could bring out about 4.5 Icikh t of finished 
products per year. The current marine fish pro-
duction (1994-'95) of 6.5 lakh t including fishes, 
crustaceans and cephalopods would not be able 
to provide sufficient raw materials to cater to the 
needs of the processing plants already existing in 
the state. Stiff competition among the freezing 
plants would normally have led to the marketing 
of raw materials from the nearby states as in 
Kerala where raw materials are brought from the 
nearby states like Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and 
Andhra Pradesh. Nonavailability of raw materi-
als, which is the only reason for the 80% idle 
capacity of the freezing plants in the state war-
rants serious consideration of the government to 
concede to the demand of the Industry to supply 
them for export after value addition. 
There are 3 fishmeal plants (of 18 t capacity 
per day) and 44 fish pulvarisors (of 801 t 
capacity per day) which also compete for the 
limited raw material supplies. Under these cir-
cumstances addition of freezing plants, fishmeal 
plants and pulvarisors should be discouraged, 
otherwise the Idling of freezing plants will exceed 
the present 80 %; domestic supplies will suffer 
severe setbacks, aggravating the problems of mal-
nutrition; employment situation in the internal 
marketing system will be further disturbed and 
the processing sector will suffer still worse 
returns. 
During 1992-'93 the fresh and frozen fish 
accounted for 28.133 t (64.16 %) out of a total of 
43,578 t of marine products exported. Since 
1993 these fish items began to register phenome-
nal increase not only in Gujarat but also in all 
the other maritime states (Table 12 & 13). The 
current (1994-'95) penaeid prawn (shrimp) export 
TABLE 12. Export from Gi^arat and its percentage In ail India 
export (quantity in tonnes and value in crores) Source : 
Marine Products Export Development Authority 
Year Gujarat All India Percentage in 
all India 
Qty. Value Qty. Value Qty. Value 
(Rs) (Rs) (Rs) 
1992-'93 43,578 185.4 2,09.025 1,768.56 20.87 10.48 
1993-'94 59,793 269.46 2,43,960 2.503.62 24.50 10.77 
1994-'95 86,986 417.84 3,07,337 3,575.27 28.30 11.69 
TABLE U. Itemwise export from Giijarat, Source ; Marine Pro-
ducts Export Development Authority. (Quanitity In tonnes 
cmd value in crores of rupees) 
Year 
Item 
1992 - 93 1993 - '94 1994 - '95 
Qty. Value Qty. Value Qty. Value 
(Rs) (Rs) (Rs) 
Frozen 
shrimp 
Fr. lobster 
tails 
Fr. 
cuttle/miet 
Fr. squids 6,714 
Fresh/Fr. 28,133 
Fish 
Others 
4,808 55.64 5,275 78.72 7,773 122.12 
632 16.78 518 14.18 410 16.16 
3,195 12.62 6,100 33.28 7,614 45.07 
26.17 5,066 22.58 9,990 46.14 
74.08 42.498 119.34 60,741 186.46 
96 0.11 356 1.36 459 1.89 
Total for 
Gujarat 
Total for 
all India 
% All India 
43,578 
2,09,025 
20.87 
185.40 
17,68.56 
10.48 
59,793 
2,43,960 
24.50 
269.46 
2,503.62 
10.77 
86,987 417.84 
3,07,337 3,575.27 
28.30 11.69 
from Gujarat is 7,773 t, which is only 43.7 % of 
the 17,782 t of the landings of medium and 
jumbo prawns (Table 14). This component would 
not increase further, as the bulk of the 38.063 t 
of penaeid prawns landed is undersized owing to 
the dismally small mesh (5 to 10 mm) in the 
codend of the trawls operating for this fishery. 
This situation will not improve unless the trawler 
fishermen decide to keep the minimum mesh 
size of condend at 30 to 35 mm, as required by 
the law in their own Interest and of the stocks. 
Since there are many species stocks involved, 
the trawlers land in each operation enormous 
quantities of tiny shrimps, squid and various 
demersjd finflsh species which are discarded at 
sea or onshore. The country as well as the state 
seem to be totally oblivious to the damage 
already caused to the precious stocks and the 
danger it portends to the community, the traders 
and the exporters. 
In the case of the cephalopods (squids and 
cuttlefishes) also the present (1994-*95) export of 
17,604 t (7,614 t of cuttlefish fillets and 9.990 t 
of squids), which form 66.6 % of the current 
yields of 26,448 t, is not likely to increase. The 
bulk of the catch is of the undersized ones and 
not worthy of export. Here also mesh size regula-
tion is very crucial In sustaining the exploited 
stocks. 
As the exports of shrimps, lobsters, squids 
and cuttlefishes have already reached the stable 
(plateau) level, the expected increase in the 
export has to come essentially from the finflsh 
categories. The present export of fresh/frozen 
fish is mainly In the form of bulk items 
(scaled/headed/gutted/whole) depending on the 
size and species. While there is scope for bulk 
frozen fish export, value added products like IQF 
fillets (piece or blocks) for the western market 
merit consideration. The bulk of the frozen fish 
exported Includes ribbonflshes and croackers 
(mainly Chinese markets) followed in small quan-
tities by lizardfishes, perches, carangids, seerfi-
shes and tunas. Since IQF Items have emerged 
as highly demanded products In the affluent 
European, American and Japanese markets, it is 
essential to progressively shift from bulk to IQF 
products. 
Therefore, the current (1994-'95) annual 
catch from Gujarat has been listed specieswise 
or groupwise under about 7 or 8 diff'erent size-
cum-morphological categories (Table 14) so that 
the quantities of filletable items under each cate-
gory (indicated by F) would give an Idea of the 
potential raw material that could help In the 
capacity utilisation of the existing processing 
plants In Gujarat. 
TABLE \ A . Marine Jlsh kmdings (tonnes) in Gujarat during 
1994-'95 arranged in arbitrary product groups 
Group "A" (Crustaceans) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Penaeid prawns 
Nonpenaeld prawns 
Lobsters 
Crabs 
Stomatopods 
Total 
Group "B" (Cephalopods) 
1. Squids & cuttle fishes 
Group "C" (Pomfrets) 
1. Black pomfret 
2. Silver pomfret 
3. Chinese pomfret 
Total 
Group "D" (Seerfishes, tunas & billflshes) 
1. Seerfishes 
Euthyrums affinis 
Auxis sp. 
Thunnus tonggol 
Other tunnies 
Billflshes 
Total 
Group "E" (Perches, croakers etc.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Rockcod is (F) 
Snappers (F) 
Pigface breams (F) 
Threadfin breams (F) 
Other perches (F) 
Goatflshes (F) 
Threadflns 
Croakers 
Mullets 
10. Big jawed Jumper 
Total 
17,782 
38,063 
578 
1.697 
3,458 
61,578 
26,448 
3,553 
11,615 
549 
15,717 
8,959 
1,185 
951 
4,580 
3,071 
356 
19.102 
1,759 
1,018 
756 
8,324 
5,817 
2.343 
3,170 
2.35,934 
4,427 
2,403 
2,65,951 
Group "F" (Carangids) 
1. Horse mackerel (F) 
Scads (F) 
Leather jackets (F) 
Other carangids (F) 
Total 
Group "G" (Flatfishes) 
1. Halibut 
2. Soles 
Total 
Group "H" (Ribbon fishes etc.) 
1. Ribbon fishes 
2. Halfbeaks & fullbeaks 
3. Lizeirdfish 
Total 
Group 'T (Clupeids) 
1. Wolf herring (F) 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Sardines 
Indian mackerel 
HUsa shad (F) 
Other shads (F) 
Thryssa (F) 
Anchovies 
8. Other clupeids 
Total 
1,776 
525 
2,185 
3,067 
7,553 
1,284 
277 
1,561 
61,818 
18 
2,279 
64,115 
4.386 
16 
529 
2,138 
515 
6.628 
23,788 
7,451 
45,451 
Group "J" (Eels, catflshes & barracudas) 
1. Eels 
2. Catfishes (F) 
3. Barracudas (F) 
Total 
3,278 
24,218 
804 
28,300 
8 
Group "E" Elasmobranchs 
1. Sharks (Fl 
2. Rays (F) 
3. Skates 
15.395 
3.914 
205 
Total 19.514 
Group "L" (Others) 
1. Bombayduck 
2. SilverbelUs 
3. Miscellaneous 
70.890 
1.842 
17.239 
Total 89,971 
(F) : Filletable 
Scope for open sea mariculture and brackish-
water aquaculture 
There is good potential for coastal land-
based shrimp culture and open sea mariculture 
in Gujarat to help supplement the production for 
exports. The CMFRI is popularising commercial 
seafarming of pearl oyster, edible oyster, mus-
sels, seacucumbers, lobster, seaweeds, prawns 
and flnflshes. Gujarat has a potential brackishwa-
ter area of 1.87 lakh ha for shrimp culture but 
only a negligible area is currently utilised. There 
is good scope for mariculture development after 
the passage of the Aquaculture Bill in the Parlia-
ment. Composite culture of mudcrab in cages in 
upgraded extensive farms growing prawns, milkfi-
shes, pearlspot and mullets would be more 
appropriate than monoculture of shrimps. A 
recent survey conducted by the CMFRI in central 
Kerala has revealed composite culture of mud-
crab with prawns and fishes to be very profitable. 
Conclusions 
Over the last one decade there has been a 
two fold increase in marine fish production in 
Gujarat State concurrent with the doubling of 
the effective effort. During this period, the reve-
nue earned by the fishermen at the landing 
centre level increased remarkably by almost six 
times. This indicates that the continuous 
Increase in price has induced the fishermen to 
shift to mechanised and motorised fishing resul-
ting thereby in higher level of production. With 
continuous increase in price, effort is found to 
increase in the absence of regulations, pushing 
the production to beyond the level of the maxi-
mum sustainable yield and then to the open 
access equilibrium, where the total revenue beco-
mes equsd to the total cost. The present annual 
landings of 6.5 laMi t in Gujeirat as against the 
potentlsd yield of 5.7 lakh t indicate that effort 
should not be further increased. 
Since the mechanised trawlers are engaged 
largely in multiday operations for prawns and 
cephalopods, the bycatches are discarded in 
large quanitities. These bycatches can be better 
utilised in the interned markets by Introducing a 
suitable transportation system using carrier 
boats. 
Currently there is substantial idle capacity 
of processing plants mainly because these plants 
are utlllised only for export marketing. This 
excess capacity could be diversified for domestic 
marketing also so that the processed 'fish could 
be made available to the consumer centres in the 
Internal marketing system for all the season. Sea-
farming and mariculture practices should be 
encouraged to increase the production Eind redu-
ce the Idling excess capacity In the processing 
plants. Inspite of the greater thrust on the mecha-
nisation of fishery, 75 % of the total marine fish 
landings In Gujarat is of low priced fish which 
are sold in the domestic market. Among the high 
priced fish, almost 50 % is sold in the internal 
markets. Hence, the infrastructure for internal 
marketing needs to be Improved substantially. 
Since about one-third of the marine fish catch Is 
landed at Veraval. post-harvest facilities need to 
be developed here on priority. Gujarat has a com-
paratively better fishery cooperative network 
which could be well utilised for domestic marke-
ting in the Interior areas of the neighbouring sta-
tes of Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh also. D 
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K. Sunilkumar Mohamed, C. Muthiah, D. Nagaraja and G. Sampathkumar 
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Introduction 
The technology for mussel culture using sus-
pended ropes was developed in India during the 
early seventies. Mussels were grown attached on 
ropes suspended from floating wooden rafts 
anchored in the inshore sea off Calicut, Karwar, 
Vizhinjam and Goa. These experiments showed 
the technical viability of growing mussels on 
ropes, besides, it showed the advantages of a tro-
pical environment, which reduced the duration 
of culture to five months. In spite of the many 
advantages the technology did not find many 
takers. In 1995, the raft culture technique was 
modified by the CMFRI to suit the rough open 
sea conditions by the design of long-lines to sus-
pend seeded ropes. 
Dakshina Kannada district in Karnataka Is 
characterised by a 145 km long coast line con-
sisting mainly of sandy beaches with few rocky 
patches and islands, but no protected bays. 
Green mussels (Pema viridis) are found distri-
buted in these rocky areas (Fig. 1). There are no 
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precise estimates for the annual quantity of mus-
sels exploited from these areas. A conservative 
estimate is that annually more than 500 tonnes 
of mussles are handpicked from the intertidal 
areas and by diving in subtidal areas by small-
scale flshers. The sea is especially rough during 
the 4 month monsoon season (June-September). 
Peak breeding of mussels takes place along the 
coast by the end of the monsoon season timed 
with the rapid increase in ambient seawater tem-
perature and abundant availability of phytoplank-
ton in the inshore areas. 
Long-line culttire in open sea 
a) Demonstration by CMFRI 
Considering the long wave-swept coast line 
in the district, long-line culture of mussels was 
mooted for demonstration during January, 1996 
in two areas of the district where mussel beds 
and seasonal small-scale fishery occur, viz., 
KauDu and Suratkal. Long-lines each measuring 
20 m of 24 mm thick nylon rope was placed in 
the sea off Kaupu and Suratkal at 8 m depth (Fig. 
2). The lines were secured to the bottom with 
Fig. 1. Map of Dakshina Kannada district showing area of 
natural mussel abundance and areas where demon-
strations and farming of mussels took place. 
Fig. 2. The 20 m demonstration long-line deployed at Kaupu 
in January 1996. 
50 kg. rock anchors at either ends and floatation 
was achieved by tying 8 water-tight 100 1 FRP 
drums to the lines at 2 m intervals. 
Mussel seeds (Pema viridis; mean size - 22 
10 
mm) were obtained, from the intertidal areas in 
respective sites and seeding on ropes (18 mm -
nylon and coir) was done at a rate of 2 kg/m 
rope. Each seeded portion of the rope measured 
5 m in length with 1 m free at either ends. The bot-
tom end was weighted with 2 kg stone anchors. 
The seeds were wrapped around the ropes unifor-
mly with the help of cotton mosquito cloth. 
Twently seeded ropes were suspended from each 
anchored long-line. 
Within 10 days after installation of the lines, 
the mosquito net cloth disintegrated and the 
seeds were firmly attached to the ropes. The 
event got wide publicity in the press and meiny 
entrepreneurs evinced interest in starting new 
mussel culture ventures. During February end, 
the line at Suratkal was run over by a fishing 
boat in the night and 12 lines were lost. Similary 
at Kaupu also lines were lost due to various unfor-
seen reasons. By the end of the growing season 
(May) only few lines remained at both the places 
and many mussels on these lines too were lost 
due to slipping. Overall, no harvest was possible, 
but the activity received wide coverage in the 
local press and many fishermen/entrepreneurs 
were convinced of the long-term possibilities. 
b) By private entrepreneur 
Encouraged by the CMFRl's demonstration, 
a small scale gillnet fisherman, Mr. D. Shanker 
Kharvi of Dhombae village in Byndoor at the 
northernmost point of the district (140 km north 
of Mangalore) started preparing to launch his 
mussel line during December, 1996. 
With CMFRl's help Shanker set his long-line 
(10 m long) in the sea off Dhombae at a depth of 
6 m. Each seeded rope measured 4 m. The mean 
size of the seeds was 20 mm. Totally 7 seeded 
ropes were hung. The seeding rate was in excess 
of 2.5 kg/m. More than 56 kg of seeds were used 
to cover the ropes. Floatation was ensured 
through small net buoys and FRP drums. Shan-
ker looked after his line by examining them 
during his fishing trips in the sea. 
After 155 days of culture Shanker harvested 
his mussels on 14-5-1997. Because of the high 
seeding rate the production per metre rope was 
18 kg (Fig. 3). However, due to overcrowding, the 
mean size was 62.519.9 mm and the mean 
weight per mussel was 16.8 g. All mussels were 
in fully mature state (sex ratio M 40 : F 60) and 
the percentage of meat content was high (37.6 
%). The average count (no. of mussels/kg) was 
68. The growth rate after seeding was worked out 
to be 8.07 mm/month. 
Fig. 3. Uniform growth of mussels on rope cultured In the 
open sea by Mr .Shanker at Byndoor in 1996-'97 
In total Shanker harvested close to 400 kg of 
mussels from his single line and it fetched him a 
price of Rs. 5,440 @ Rs. 20/100 mussels). The 
details of the costs and earnings of the long-line 
unit set up by Shanker is given In Table 1. The 
profit margin was higher than 144 % mainly 
because many of the materials used by Shanker 
were those already available with him. 
To make the public and potential entrepre-
neurs aware of Shanker's achievements, a "Mus-
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TABLE l. Long-line mussel culture at Byndoor 1996-'97 
Costs & earnings 
Size of line 10 m 
No. of ropes/Une 7 ropes 
Length of seeded rope 4 m 
Depth of the area 6 m 
Size of seed 15-25 mm 
Quantity of seed/m >2.5 kg 
a. Initial investment 
Cost of floats 
Cost of horizontal ropes (18 mm) 
Cost of vertical ropes (12 mm) 
Total 
b. Operational costs 
Cost of seed (56 kg) 
Labour charges 
Maintenance charges 
Total 
c. Total cost 
a + b 
Production 
Production value 
(@ Rs. 20/100 mussel count 68 In 1 
kg) 
Profit 
Profit % 
Rs. 600 
Rs. 625 
Rs. 375 
Rs. 1,600 
Eis. 125 
Rs. 250 
Rs. 250 
Rs. 625 
Rs.2.225 
400 kg 
Rs. 5.440 
Rs. 3,215 
144 
sel Harvest" function was organised by the 
CMFRI at Byndoor. The programme received 
wide coverage in the State press and radio and 
Shanker was interviewed on his experiences in 
mussel culture by the All India Radio, Mangalore. 
Rack culture in estuary 
Consequent to the success of long-line 
demonstration, rack culture of mussels was 
demonstrated by the CMFRI in Mulky estuary 
about 30 km north of Mangalore. Two sites were 
selected, both near the barmouth, having an ave-
rage water depth of 2 m (Fig. 4). The total area of 
the sites was 60 m2 (site = 37 m^ and site 2 = 23 
m2). 
a} On ropes 
Racks were constructed using bamboo poles 
during first week of November, 1996 when the 
salinity in the estuary rose to above 25 ppt. Mus-
sel seeds were obtained from Someshvara, south 
of Mangalore and seeding (mean size: 19.2) was 
done as described earlier. The length of each see-
ded rope was 1 m and the seeding rate was 2 
kg/m. In site 1, 49 sucfi ropes were suspended. 
Considerable slipping of mussels took place and 
finally only 15 ropes had mussels distributed 
throughout the rope (Fig. 5). After, 208 days (6.9 
Fig. 4. Rack culture demonstration : site 1 at Mulky estuary. 
Fig. L). Rope cultured mussels grown in rack at Mulky. 
months) of culture, the ropes yielded 148 kg of 
mussels (see Table 2 for details). 
b. In net bags 
Since slipping from ropes was a serious pro-
blem in the previous demonstration in the open 
sea, novel tubular net bags were designed to 
prevent slippages. Old stretchable purse seine 
nets having mesh size of 10 mm were cut and 
stitched into tubular bags measuring 10-12 cm 
diameter and 1 m in length. About 100 g of seeds 
were first placed av the bottom and 20 cm above 
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Fig. 6. (A) Mussels grown in tubular net bags at site 2 at Mulky. (B) Mussels attached to outer portion of the net grow well, while 
those inside are stunted. (C) After vertical slits are made in the nets, the retarded growth is normalised. 
this a knot was made and again another 100 g of 
seeds was placed. Five or stx such knots were 
made in a 1 m long bag, averaging 0.5 to 0.75 kg 
per metre tube bag (Fig. 6A). 153 such nets were 
suspended at site 1 and 2. The advantages in 
using net bags for seeding are : 
• Seeding is very fast and less labour intensive, 
• No weights need be attached as the net has 
comparatively less bouyancy than ropes, 
• Expensive ropes need not be used and 
• There is no slipping of mussels. 
Within a few days the seeds got attached to 
the net material and assumed a ball-like shape. 
There was considerable accumulation of silt and 
epiphytic growth on the nets necessitating 
weekly cleaning by giving it a vigorous shake. 
After, 186 days of culture, the nets were har-
vested to yield 231 kg of mussels (Table 2). After 
80 days of culture, retardation in growth of mus-
sels in nets was noticed. This was mainly due to 
the lack of room for growth of mussels within the 
nets. Those mussels which had attached to the 
outer side of the nets exhibited good growth (Fig. 
6b). Hence, In the 1st week of April (after 136 
days) the nets were cut vertically to facilitate 
growth of mussels inside the net. This improved 
the growth rate remarkably and at harvest, the 
growth was almost equal to that in the case of 
rope (Fig. 6C & 9). 
c) Jn cages 
One MS rod cage fabricated as per CMFRI 
design (Project. MF/CUL/16 - G.P.K. Achary) 
having a total volume of 0.25 m^ with multitier 
racks were stocked with mussel seeds during 
November 1996. The mean size of the seeds was 
23.9 mm and the stocking rate 60 kg/m^. The 
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cage was hung from one of the racks in site 1. 
Growth of mussels in the cage was good and as 
the cage became unwieldy due to its weight, a 
cut was made in the net to sample the mussels. 
This resulted in predation of the mussels by 
crabs and considerable stock of mussels in the 
cage was lost. The remaining mussels spawned 
in February-March and most of the seeds 
attached to the inner wall of the cage itself. After 
207 days of culture the cages yielded 21 kg of 
mussels (Table 2). 
Cultured mussels from the demonstration 
rack were harvested on 2-6-'97 in the presence of 
officials from the State Fisheries Department and 
invited press. About 400 kg of mussels were har-
-vested (Fig. 7). Since no buyer came forward to 
Fig. 7. Portion of the mussels harvested from llie rack being 
brought to (he shore. 
take the produce, the entire harvest was sold to 
the Karnataka Fisheries Development Corpora-
tion (KFDC), Mangalore on a trial basis at a very 
low price of Rs. 6/kg of shell-on mussel (Fig. 8). 
Therefore, the economic of rack mussels culture 
could not be worked out. 
Evaluation of growth and production 
Results of the various experiments carried 
out are summarised in Table 2. The best growth 
and production rates were seen in the open sea 
long-line Culture done by the private entrepre-
neur at Byndoor. 
Fig. '^. Harvested mussels after weighing being loaded into 
KFDC truck. 
TABLE 2. Evaluation of growth and production in different 
systems of mussel culture 
Part iculars 
Date of start 
Seeding rate 
Mean size 
Date of harvest 
Duration of culture 
Mean size±std dev. 
Mean weight 
Percentage fresh 
meat 
Count/kg 
Total production 
Production rate 
Growth rate 
mm/month 
Byndoor 
Rope : 
Open sea 
7-12-'96 
>2.5 kg/m 
20 mm 
14-5-'97 
158 days 
62.5±9.9 
16.8 g 
37.6 
68 
400 kg 
18 kg/m 
8.07 
Mulky 
Rope ; 
Es tuary 
6-11-'96 
2 kg/m 
19.2 mm 
2-6-' 97 
208 days 
69.6+5.2 
29.3 g 
27.8 
34 
148 kg 
9.9 kg/m 
7.3 
Mulky 
C a g e : 
Es tuary 
7-11-'96 
60 kg/m^ 
23.9 mm 
2-6-'97 
207 days 
60.4111.5 
16.0 g 
25.0 
63 
21kg 
84 kg/m"^ 
5.2 
Mulky 
Net bag : 
Estuary 
28-ll-'96 
0.5 kg/net 
15.7 mm 
2-6-'97 
186 days 
61.4±6.6 
19.7 g 
31.5 
50 
231 kg 
1.5 kg/net 
7.4 
However, the maximum size attained was 
comparatively less because of overseeding. 
Because of this the average count/kg was also 
high. Maximum size and weight were obtained in 
rope culture in the estuary. It was least in the 
cage system, mainly because most mussels in 
the cage were secondary settlers (note the large 
standard deviation). The cage system would have 
been a better performer had it not been for the 
loss due to predation. 
The new net bags tried also performed reaso-
nably well although the production rate was low 
per metre net. This was mainly due to the partial 
stunted growth after 80th day. After vertical cuts 
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were made, the growth of mussels Improved 
remarkably (Fig. 9). Finally, the growth rate was 
comparable to that in rope culture in the estua-
ry. This system can be vastly improved by further 
experimentation mainly by making the vertical 
cuts in the net by the end of the first month 
itself. The other advantages of using net bags 
have already been detailed. 
Comparison of growth 
Length (mm) 
100 150 200 250 
Culture period (Days) 
Fig.9. Comparison of growtli 
In the present trials the meat percentage was 
the highest in the open sea, while it was the 
lowest in the cage system. All harvested mussels 
were in ripe stage in all culture systems. Conside-
ring that harvest in the estuary was delayed by 2 
weeks, it Is presumed that partial spawning had 
taken place In the estuary leading to lesser meat 
weight. In the estuary Itself meat weight was mar-
ginally better in net bags. 
Prospects 
The mussel culture demonstrations carried 
out by the CMFRI Research Centre at Mangalore, 
have captured the attention of many entrepre-
neurs and fishermen in the State. There is convic-
tion among many that mussel culture ventures 
can be fruitfully implemented in the estuarine 
and open sea areas in the district. Many of them 
have approached the Centre for technical help on 
the lines that provided to Shanker of Byndoor. 
The BFFDA, KFDC and NABARD have evinced 
Interest in setting up demonstration farms to 
further propagate the technology during 
1997-'98. 
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856 INFLUENCE OF SEASONALITY AND LUNAR PERIODICITY ON THE MATURITY 
PATTERN OF PINCTADA FUCATA FOR NUCLEUS IMPLANTATION 
IN PEARL CULTURE 
R. Thiagarajan 
Mandapam Regional Centre ofCMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520, India 
S.D. Daniel 
ORKEYAquaculture, Mandapam- 623 518, India 
In India, the Central Marine Fisheries Resear-
ch Institute, succeeded In developing a viable 
technology for pearl culture using Pinctadajiica-
ta in 1973 and since then research is continuing 
to improve the technology. Further, the success-
ful development of hatchery technology for the 
production of pearl oyster spat during 1981 led 
to production of pearl oyster seed overcoming the 
problem of non-availability of seed from the wild 
for pearl culture industry. These developments 
resulted in the establishment of the Tamil Nadu 
Pearls (Pvt.) Limited at Mandapam and the firm 
is carrying out pearl culture since 1983. James 
(Bull. CMFRI. 39:120-122. 1987) has indicated 
some of the research and development require-
ments on pearl culture such as the production of 
shell bead nuclei indigenously and to improve 
gross production and quality of cultured pearls. 
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In the commercial operations at Mandapam a 
large number of mother oysters were found not 
suitable for nucleus implantation due to the ripe 
and developing condition of their gonads. An ave-
rage of 49 % were only suitable for implantation 
of nuclei and in some days only 2 % were suita-
ble. This problem caused unnecessary stress to 
oysters. Therefore it was decided to examine the 
influence of seasonal and lunar periodicity on 
maturation of the oyster in relation to nuclei 
implantation. 
The study was based on the samples 
brought from the mother oyster farm at Krusadai 
Island. When the oysters attained suitable size 
for nucleus implantation operation, they were 
transported to Tamil Nadu Pearls Implantation 
Centre at Mandapam. Preconditioning of mother 
oyster for surgery was done by keeping the 
oysters in running filtered sea water during the 
previous night of the surgery date. 
On every nucleus implantation day, 100 
oysters were taken at random for surgery. The 
visceral mass was found occupied largely by 
gonad which takes the major nucleus load. The 
oysters were opened and those found in the inac-
tive or 'condition' (other than the ripe and develo-
ping) stage, were suitable for implantation of 
nuclei. The ripe and developing stage oystersh 
were returned along with other discarded oysters 
to the oyster farm. Between September '85 and 
August '86 a total of 21,800 mother oysters were 
examined in 218 nucleus implantation days. 
The data on preconditioned oysters for impla-
nation were pooled monthwise and the number 
in the three gonadial classification viz. the ripe, 
the developing and the inactive are given in Table 
1. The monthwise percentage of ripe, developing 
and inactive oysters are shovra in Fig.l. During 
October, November and March 1985 and July-
August 1986, the inactive oysters constituted 
more than 50 % of the population. 
The monthly percentage of ripe oysters 
ranged from 21 to 61 % and the mean monthly 
percentage was 36 %. During September, Janua-
.TABLE l. Monthwise number of oysters In different gonadial 
conditions viz. ripe, developing and inactive 
Month 
Sept '85 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
J a n '86 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
J u n . 
Ju l . 
Aug. 
Total 
% 
Sample No. 
300 
2,400 
2 ,300 
2 ,500 
2,500 
2.300 
1,100 
1.300 
1.600 
1,200 
2,700 
1,600 
21.800 
100.0 
Ripe 
166 
661 
480 
935 
1,146 
1.140 
244 
681 
981 
450 
6 4 7 
344 
7,875 
36.1 
Developing 
39 
464 
326 
320 
368 
291 
186 
437 
160 
151 
364 
231 
3,337 
15.3 
Inactive 
95 
1,275 
1.494 
1,245 
986 
869 
670 
182 
459 
599 
1.689 
1,025 
10,588 
48.6 
ry, February, April and May, the ripe oysters for-
med 55, 46, 50, 52 and 61 % respectively. During 
November, March, July and August, the ripe 
oysters formed 21-24 % which is well below the 
average of 36 %. 
The monthly mean gonad developing stage 
was 15 % and was less than the mean during Sep-
tember, November-February and May-August. 
The developing stage oysters were more during 
October, March and April and formed 19, 17 and 
34 % respectively. 
Fig. 1 Monthwise percentage of ripe, developing anil inactive 
oysters at Krusadai Island pearl oyster I'arm. 
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The pearl oysters in Tutlcorln harbour farm 
also showed the inactive, maturing and mature 
gonads and these stages were represented 
almost in all the months during 1980-'81 (Chel-
1am, Bull. CMFRI. 39 : 13-20, 1987). The percenta-
ge of resting/inactive gonad was less during 
March-May and September-October 1980 among 
Tuticorin harbour farm oysters. In Krusadai 
farm oyster, during April-May and September, 
the inactive oysters were less (14-32 %) than the 
monthly mean percentage (49 %). 
The daily percentage of occurrence of inac-
tive oysters was plotted against the date of opera-
tion and the full moon and new moon days are 
marked in Fig. 2. 
In addition to the day of full moon and new 
moon, 3 days before and after the full moon and 
the new moon days were taken as lunar periods. 
The rest of the period between the full moon and 
new moon was taken as interlunar period. The 
number of sampling days during the lunar 
periods and interlunar periods, the date of full 
moon and new moon and the percentage of occur-
rence of inactive, developing and ripe oysters are 
given in Table 2. A closer examination of the 
mean values of inactive oysters between interlu-
nar and lunar periods (Fig. 2) showed slight 
increase as well as slight decrease in the percenta-
ge. To know whether there is a relationship of per-
centage occurrence of inactive oysters during 
lunar and interlunar periods and to know whe-
ther there is a general increase or decrease in the 
percentage of inactive oysters between the two 
lunar periods, regression analysis was performed 
and was found that the mean value of inactive 
oysters percentage (51) was more during lunar 
period than the percentage during interlunar 
period (45) and this showed an increase of inac-
tiveoysters during lunar period. 
From the above analysis of the data for the 
effect of lunar periods on the daily occurrence of 
ripe, developing and inactive oysters it was evi-
dent that there was not much difference in the 
MMPN a»MV itwv 
Fig. 2. Dally percentage occurrence of inactive oysters and 
the mean values during full moon, new moon and serai-
lunar periods during September ' 85 to August '86. 
structure of the population periods. Contrary to 
the general belief, the ripe oysters were slightly 
less during the lunar period and the inactive 
oysters were slightly more than in the interlunar 
period. The variation in the percentage occurren-
ce of inactive oysters was mainly due to the sea-
son. It will be advantageous to make use of the 
season of inactive oysters to the maximum for 
pearl culture operations. 
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TABLE 2. The number of sampling days durir\g the full moon 
(F), semi lunar (S) and new moon (N) periods and the per-
centage of inactive, developing and rip^ oysters 
Date of Full Lunar 
and New phase 
Moon 
Number 
of sam-
pling 
days 
Oyster gonad condition 
Inactive Devel-
oping 
ripe 
29.09.'85 
14.10.'85 
27.10.'85 
12.11.'85 
27.11.'85 
12.12.'85 
27.12.'85 
10.01.'86 
25.01.'86 
08.02.'86 
24.02.'86 
10.03.'86 
25.03.'86 
09.04.'86 
24.G4.'86 
08.05.'86 
23.05.'86 
07.06.'86 
21.07.'86 
05.08.'86 
19.08.'86 
21.06.'86 
07.07.'86 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
F 
S 
F 
S 
N 
S 
4 
7 
6 
4 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
5 
2 
-
2 
6 
4 
-
2 
6 
5 
5 
7 
2 
-
-
6 
6 
7 
5 
2 
6 
2 
6 
8 
6 
6 
28 
47 
63 
52 
58 
68 
74 
56 
64 
61 
48 
50 
41 
29 
36 
41 
43 
41 
28 
26 
66 
66 
60 
68 
35 
4 
12 
14 
12 
39 
48 
37 
69 
68 
61 
45 
76 
55 
49 
54 
54 
64 
22 
22 
22 
13 
13 
15 
10 
16 
15 
12 
12 
11 
19 
7 
12 
17 
19 
18 
15 
U 
9 
14 
27 
16 
12 
53 
34 
27 
12 
8 
6 
20 
17 
12 
15 
23 
10 
21 
16 
10 
11 
13 
50 
31 
15 
35 
29 
17 
16 
28 
21 
27 
40 
39 
40 
64 
52 
42 
38 
41 
57 
63 
25 
20 
13 
16 
53 
43 
54 
59 
76 
53 
46 
43 
14 
20 
24 
32 
14 
24 
35 
36 
35 
23 
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857 Hooks and line fishery for sharks at 
Janjira-Murud region, Raigad 
District, Maharashtra by migrated 
fishermen from Kanyakumari 
The hooks and line fishery for sharks by the migra-
ted fishermen from Kanyakumari was noticed at Thai 
and Korlai centres of Janjira-Murudregion, Raigad 
District, Maharashtra. The fishery commences In 
November and extend upto May. 
There are about 24 mechanised boats of 60-95 
H.P. based at these centres conducting shark fishery. 
About 400-500 hooks having the size number 2 are 
employed from each boat at a depth range of 100-150 
m and the units remain in the sea for nearly 5-6 days 
conducting hooks and line fishery. The boats set out 
for fishing with six crew members on mondays and 
land the catches on Saturdays and exceptionaly on sun-
days. The captured sharks are cut onboard the vessel 
and salt cured. 
Observation made on the cured sharks revealed 
that catch comprised of large specimens of Carcharh-
nius spp. with the approximate weight of 40-50 kg (Fig. 
1) and an average of 30 sharks are caught per day. In 
Fig. 1. A shark being lifted from the water 
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the previous years only a limited number of units were 
conducting shark fishing along Janjira-Murud coast. 
Increased number of units observed in the present 
case suggests vast scope for shark fishery along the 
coast. 
Reported by B. Ramnesh Rao, Janjira-Murud Field Centre 
of CMFRI, Janjira-Murud. 
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A dead dolphin measuring about 2.5 m In total 
length was stranded ashore on 15-11-'97 at Janjira-
Murud, Raigad District, Maharashtra (Fig. 1). Due to its-
decomposed condition, clear identity could not be 
ascertained but Indicated close affinity to the common 
dolphin, Delphinus delphis. 
Reported by B. Ramnesh Rao, Janjira-Murud Field Centre 
of CMFRI, Janjira Murud. 
860 On the capture of a bottle nose 
dolphin off Kakinada 
A female bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus 
having a total length of 245 cm was caught on 7-7-'97 
by a motorised gill net unit operated off Kakinada at a 
depth of 30 m. The dolphin fetched a price of Rs.800/-
as there was great demand for its flesh for use as bait 
in the hooks and line fishery for sharks and tunas. A 
few morphometric measurements taken In cm on the 
specimen are as follows. 
Total length 
Tip of snout to origin of dorsal 
Tip of snout to anterior insertion of 
flipper 
Depth of body at the origin of dorsal 
Length of caudal fln along upper 
margin 
245 
107 
58 
76 
72 
Reported by P. Venkataramana and P. Achayya, Kakinada 
RC of CMFRI. Kakinada. 
861 On a whale shark landed at 
Paradeep, Orrisa 
On 4-11-'97 a female whale shark, Rhiniodon 
typus measuring 6.69 m in total length was landed at 
Paradeep, Jagatsinghpur District, Orissa (Fig. 1). The 
Fig. 1. Whale shark measuring 6.69 m in total length landed 
at Paradeep. 
fish was caught by a trawler operated 6 km southeast 
off Paradeep and weighed approximately 3 t. As there 
was no demand for the flesh, the fish was discarded. 
Reported by Sukdev Bar, Puri Field Centre of CMFRI. Puri. 
862 Unusual heavy landing of the toll 
shad, tenualosa toli in some 
centres along the palk bay near 
mandapam 
Most of the earlier observations on the bumper 
catch of fishes of Mandapam area along the Palk Bay 
were reccorded exclusively from the Ismdings of macha-
nised trawlers. It was interesting to observe an unu-
sually heavy landings of the toli shad, Tenualosa toli 
locally called 'Ullam' by the shoreseine units on 
14-3-'97 from four landing centres along the Palk Bay 
viz., Darhavalasi, Alagathanvalasai, Irumeni and Chok-
kapillalmadam. In the first week of March' 97 the spe-
cies was sporadic in the shoreseine catches. Sub-
sequent week witnessed a steep increase in the lan-
dings with the catch ranging between 1 to 3 tonnes per 
shoreseine units. On 14-3-'97 a total of 20 shoreseine 
unit were operated from the four landing centres 
which brought large quantities of toli-shad with an esti-
mated catch of 2 to 3 tonnes per unit. The total estima-
ted landings of the species on that day were nearly 50 
tonnes. 
Shoreseines are commonly operated along the 
coast during this season mainly for the oil sardine fishe-
ry . Such heavy landings of this species by shoreseines 
is unheard of in the recent past. About 90 % of the 
catch was sold in fresh condition at the rate of Rs. 5-8 
per kg and was transported to places outside Tamil 
Nadu. 
Reported by K. Muthiah, Mandapam Regional Centre of 
CMFRI., Mandapam camp. 
863 Unusual heavy landings of 
Ribbon fishes at Visakhapatnam 
An unusual heavy landing of the ribbon fish . TH-
chiunis lepturus was reported at Visakhapatnam on 
21-10-'97. The entire catch was landed by 20 boat 
seine units operated 4 km south off Visakhapatnam at 
a depth range of 15-20 m . Observations made on 
24-10-'97 revealed that the boatseine units were lan-
ded at Jelaripeta (Visakhapatnam) centre with an ave-
rage catch of one tonne of ribbon fish per unit and the 
estimated landings of the day was 2 It. 
Length measurement indicated that the fishery 
comprised the dominant size group of 540-560 mm fol-
lowed by 580-600 mm. Due to the heavy landings the 
cost of fishes declined considerably and were sold at 
the rate of Rs.3 per kg. Most of the catch was sun dried 
in the beach as the dried fish was more in demand 
locally. 
Reported by S. Satya Rao , M. Chandrasekhar, R.V.D. Prab-
hakar and S.Chandrasekhar , Visakhapatnam Researccb 
Centure of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam. 
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858 Mass entanglement of dolphins in a 
shore seine near Balaramapuram. 
Srikakulam District, Andhra 
Pradesh 
On 14-10-'97 nine dolphins locally called 'ganupu-
li' were entangled in a shoreseine operated between 
Balaramapuram and Srikuurman-Matchllesam lan-
ding centres of Srikakulam District, Andhra Pradesh 
(Fig. 1). 
-iiwi . 
mwu 
Fig. 1. The shore seine operation in which entangled the 
dolphins are landed. 
All of them were the common dolphin Delphinus del-
phis. On the personal request by the reporter the fisher-
men released some of the dolphins to sea, but kept two 
specimens to sell in the market (Fig. 2). A few morpho-
metric measurements taken in cm on these dolphins 
are given below. 
Total length 
Head length 
Snout length 
Predorsal length 
Pelvic fin length 
Male ,_ Female 
222 
48 
35 
58 
32 
220 
47 
35 
56 
31 
Fig. 2. Two dolphins out of nine specimens caught. 
It has been reported that dolphins are frequently 
trapped in shore seines and bag nets from the 
brackish water area at the river mouths of Nagavalli 
and Vamsadhara. The dolphins thus entangled are 
sold in the markets. It is high time that action is initia-
ted by authorities to dissuade the fishermen of this 
area from capturing this endangered animals protec-
ted under the Wildlife Protection Act. 
Reported by N.P. Chandrakumar, Srikakulam Field 
Centre of CMFRI, Srikakulam - 532001. 
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859 On the stranding of a dolphin at 
Janjira Murud, Raigad distirct, 
Maharashtra 
4'!^>te«:^.wi 
Fig. 1. Dead dolphin stranded at Janjlra-Murud on 
15.11.97. 
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A dead dolphin measuring about 2.5 m in total 
length was stranded ashore on 15-11-'97 at Janjira-
Murud, Ralgad District, Maharashtra (Fig. 1). Due to its-
decomposed condition, clear identity could not be 
ascertained but indicated close affinity to the common 
dolphin, Delphinus delphis. 
Reported by B. Ramnesh Rao, Janjira-Murud Field Centre 
of CMFRI, Janjira Munid. 
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860 On the capture of a bottle nose 
dolphin off Kakinada 
A female bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus 
having a total length of 245 cm was caught on 7-7-'97 
by a motorised gill net unit operated off Kakinada at a 
depth of 30 m. The dolphin fetched a price of Rs.800/-
as there was great demand for its flesh for use as bait 
in the hooks and line fishery for sharks and tunas. A 
few morphometric measurements taken in cm on the 
specimen are as follows. 
Total length - 245 
Tip of snout to origin of dorsal - 107 
Tip of snout to anterior insertion of 
flipper - 58 
Depth of body at the origin of dorsal - 76 
Length of caudal fin along upper 
margin - 72 
Reported by P. Venkataramana and P. Achayya, Kakinada 
RC of CMFRI, Kakinada. 
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861 On a whale shark landed at 
Paradeep, Orrisa 
On 4-11-'97 a female whale shark, Rhlniodon 
typus measuring 6.69 m in total length was landed at 
Paradeep, Jagatsinghpur District, Orissa (Fig. 1). The 
Fig. 1. Whale shark measuring 6.69 m in total length landed 
at Paradeep. 
fish was caught by a trawler operated 6 km southeast 
off Paradeep and weighed approximately 3 t. As there 
was no demand for the flesh, the fish was discarded. 
Reported by Sukdev Bar, Puri Field Centre of CMFRI, Purl. 
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862 Unusual heavy landing of the toll 
shad, tenualosa toli in some 
centres along the palk bay near 
mandapam 
Most of the earlier observations on the bumper 
catch of fishes of Mandapam area along the Palk Bay 
were reccorded exclusively from the landings of macha-
nised trawlers. It was interesting to observe an unu-
sually heavy landings of the toli shad, Tenualosa toli 
locally called 'Ullam' by the shoreseine units on 
14-3-'97 from four landing centres along the Palk Bay 
viz., DarhavalasI, Alagathanvalasai, Irumeni and Chok-
kapillalmadam. In the first week of March' 97 the spe-
cies was sporadic In the shoreseine catches. Sub-
sequent week witnessed a steep increase in the lan-
dings with the catch ranging between 1 to 3 tonnes per 
shoreseine units. On 14-3-'97 a total of 20 shoreseine 
unit were operated from the four landing centres 
which brought large quantities of toll-shad with an esti-
mated catch of 2 to 3 tonnes per unit. The total estima-
ted landings of the species on that day were nearly 50 
tonnes. 
Shoreselnes are commonly operated along the 
coast during this season mainly for the oil sardine fishe-
ry . Such heavy landings of this species by shoreselnes 
Is unheard of In the recent past. About 90 % of the 
catch was sold In fresh condition at the rate of Rs. 5-8 
per kg and was transported to places outside Tamil 
Nadu. 
Reported by K. Muthiah, Mandapam Regional Centre of 
CMFRI., Mandapam camp. 
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iT^aiT afiT-qfcT qt?r %f^ ^qerw TTr^ p^r cm # 
?ft^  ^ ^ ^ TTjfr I 1960-61 t 1990-91 ^ 
#1)^" T^arr 554 ^ 136 ^ afrr 843 T^ 207 t 
^rg^ THJcfr dc^K-i 1984-'85 % 3.1 ?^ mj 
S^ %• i r a ^ 1994-'95 ^ 6.5 WW Z^ ^ ^W\ 
qtcff # q ^ ^ ^ q^tfed IT?W^ f^t" c^hcrr ^ I F ^ 
^ 1985-86 t r^gsEt ff¥# 3?qR^ ^ ?fFm 
21 
133 ^ 5 ^ ?. lift- ^ 1994-'95 ^j- 760 ^ 5 ^ ?. 
trr^cT MlfrW««^  qtcTT'Sra- ^^RRT % cfrr 7 g ^ 
f^rrr t I 1983-88 % ^tXR ^TReT # ^if^ q^ >g-
orn-iPT f^ 8fr I ? ^ ^ R q^5¥ ^ Pi<^n^d ^^ scfr 
SV^  cnfr ^ 1989 % 72,370 27f ^ 1994-95 
it cRi^ 2,18,217 ^ ^ cRi ^ W ^ f^W^ I 256 
r* J^fr cTSt^ ^ J^pTFT^  f%^  t 1994-'95 % I^TFT 
398,961 2^ (62%) % W^ Traofr sracTW R ^ 
f ^ TW I 112 f% Tft cTZtW % mt^ ^ 396 
fiR lit cTstw % J^TFFmr f^rar^ t g j^Rra- % ^ 
6,45, 261 S^ q^5^ % 76% ^ %r?FT W<f 
g^ 5TIRT Tf^lM^ t^oq^  (165,000 ^ f% ^ ) 
^ 3Il=hfe|d m f ^ 3TflR5fm" ci^^i^ Tff^ 5,67,000 
57r t I ? ^ STFt 1994-'95 # 6,45,261 S^ ^ 
q^i^ ^ 70 Vllrli^ ld f^ pf^  l^FT?r ^ Mtif^^l 
M # ^ ^ M ^ (36%), f^%?r (11%), ^ d i ^ - 1 
(10%), i ^ f%TZ (6%), i ^ «t^P)<^ (4%) 3nf^  
^ I ^ 1990-'91 % 3fg?TW ^ g'^ PfT ^ 1994-'95 
^rqjeftqtirr sfir s^q- M^ H^\^M\ # i990- '9l 
^ 1994-'95 # 3ra1^ t f^P#RT f f e f^ I^Fft" I 
fMcT %q- fffqr sit? ^5fe^ f^ ^ 3Tg?Rur ^ 
f^  3raf^ t ^ F^TT err I ^ f ^ ^ ? g j ^ (f^rrrfrfg^) 
fl^ ^TT, cT«R ^ t e , i i^^T m^HFT ^ ^ 
^ 1994-95 % ^kFf 12,648 ^ H t ^ .)f[T 
8,370 3 p H t ^ xr^ j^ft^ qvT ^ 21,018 ^rjU^ 
M- y-^loH T^T^ FT 75,000 ^ ^ T^mK SRT M l 
^rar I qfrr tr^^qi 3ft?RT T^T^ 3 1 3 ^ sfk qfcT mpf^ 
8,603 f% W % mq- 1994-95 ^ ^if^ tTUS 
6,45,261 3 ^ «St I q;q^  ^ t 200 Hc^q^ I^ ITRT 
# TppTT q5T% qfcT 'ETi^ q- H^ant q^ r g t M ^ Tltr 
f^ dcqitH 43 f% W 3ll4)r^d f ^ qm I 
f^^ 3.5 ^ 8.0 etW ^. frqi slt^ eldl WflT t I 
" J R I ^ f^^ 5.25 ^n^ ^. 3Pf#m" M r T^RTT 
I I 1993-94 % ^(^T^ q ^ ^m q^ r sitFRT f^rf^ 
q q ^ 68 sq- «Jt 1 ^^ eq^ t w^m 9.25 5 aftr g-qFR 
cfTTcT g'iSqcT: fEpf 3ftT sjrf^ tcfq %f^ - 6.H5 
^TM ^. # I f '^^ er yxjM'i 3Trq 2.4 crra" ^. tit^  
f^ rWoT cTT^ r 0.82 cTM ^. qT I ^ r ^ # q i f^ ifrrRT 
qqj^ qi^ r ^ ^n^ qr ^ , ^ ^ i ^ % qsrw yqi'H 
1 ^ ^ M f t ^ RHVJIM qsr q r t f^ Pf%?r afirrcf 
1.2 ^im ?. % WT 1 t 3 cTra- ?. frqi t-nm 
II 1993-94 # 3mf^ t aft^ETcf m f ^ qqs^ l6/)5 
Eq" «fr f ^ r^ f w m^ 1.50 m ^ ^. ajk qitrtq; 
T^m^ T^FRT 1.15 ^^M ^. «fr I Prq^T y^ld-l iTTq 
0.35 f^ra" ^. 3ffT Pr^oT ^im 0.15 ?ira" ^. "^ i I 
RTTIR 
?rg^ TT!5eit 3:?qT5^ ^ g w *pr ^ '1 ^ 
22 
'3W^ f^ ziT Wm I I q^51- % 29.1% ?TT^  ^ 
^, 39.8 ^ ?^ ^ f^Rm ^ t I q^5¥ % 29.4% 
HrW^uf ^ ^ %%I^ OT^ f ^ J^TRTT I sfk 1.6% 
? r ^ HcqRf W f^ rafcT 1984-'85 #) 6,204 
Z^ ^ ^^^ 1994-'95 t 86,987 S^ ft 'RTl 
1994-'95 % 4kpf f^^ f^ TT^  86,987 Z^ W^ 
3?qRt t 62.5% W f^^ ^5J^W qoPf % vTfti^  
^ f^ -qffrmr ^rg# 3?^!^ t 70% ?TMr m 
f^JlvilfcId Tra# sfr I ^4IH1M1<^ 20%, f^mz 9% 
3ffT T^rf^RZ Jt? 3|k apq- 0.5% I 
^ i994-'95 % 4kFr arf^r^xnT s w ^ ^ 
fMrT ^ w<f fSIT qr I f^riiz sfrr ^5i%o=rf^  % 
fMcT ^ 5F?r 3TR WiTM: 29.23% 3 ^ 22% «Trl 
1989-'90 % m f^ mtfr 3TT?T 37.46 5Rt¥ ^. «Tr 
^ ]994-'95 % #(Fr 417.84 i^tTi- ^. ^T^ ^ 
'FTT I 
^^ JRIcT ^ 1994-'95 % T^TPf ^jfW^ ^flWi" 
?#fT 86,987 S^ H ^ 3?qRr W f^cT fSTT eTTl 
¥ g ^ ;?cqK f^ TrfcT i%WF Tlf^WW, # # T 
3q9r<*r t I ^ f^ ^ ^^ TF?: t 37 s^ % T^r«T 
? T # ETTferr 1,221 Z^ t I 1994-95 % t ^ W 
?TOTf^TcT sftr f^ mtcf fl5^ T^ 86,987 3 ^ ? rg^ ^cqK 
gfcT 1:?^ ?? 2,636 2 ^ 3RT: %^^ 19.52% ^ d^i^Pldl 
fit afhTcT m f ^ dcMKH ^ "^TR: 365 f^ x 37 
S - 13,505 3T ^ I 3Tcf: 5^?T ^ ^^KTT I 
1% 365 f M t ijofcf: 3TT^ ^^Qf 71 f^ ^ % T 
i%^ I I 
^ f^ Tcf^  % WW t^nref # 80% EURTIT mm 
f^ fk^ kmK TScTT I I Tnjofr, ct,cjTjy|uf) sflr 
^^H^ftq^ ^ ^ 6.5 ST W c^fiTPf ^ r j ^ TTfjct 
3R#?r I I t^WEPT m^ % ^ 5t%^T# yfcTFTTSt 
'^lU'^, cri^ ^FTTJ 3fk 3TFgw%9r ^ SRT (Ti^ 
t inJofr Sn^ TRT ^5T^ f^%TT ^ 1 ^ f%^  Wt^  I Tt^ 
T^cW ^ WFff (Enf^-yfrrf^ 18 2 T ) 3fl'( 44 
TTcw ^^T^ (yfciR'i 801 z!T Enftm") w t I ";# 
'^f¥p^t ^ WIT ^ "^SFTT 3 f ^ ^ t l 
^ 1992-'93 % ^TPf ^ 43,578 S^T % 
?rg# Hc^K fMcT t 28,133 2^ (64.16%) fTr# 
sfrr ? M ^ TTtJofr 2fr I 1993 ^ f M J^^ JHT'd i^ ' 
tf ^ kf^ mt H ^ ? f ^ W^ t W ^ ^Srfr f^^ 
# TpJt I JJviXld ^ ?M ^ ^3TT?^ fftrr (F^rp:) 
W fM?r 7,773 2 ^ I" # ^ 17,782 ST ^ 
SfdcK"! W 43.7% I I 3TFt" ^ ? ¥ # ^ ^ i ^ 
^ t m r r r T ^ I ^'fif^ ?^ TifrPT^ # i f^ y i^ilHd 
^K^ ^ 5 r # W ^ t ^ 5 ^ 10 f^  •'ft ("TTi 
W I 3ffT f ^ t T^RT 5f!% f^ RtcT ' tW 3mU] % 
T # ftrT I I 3TcT: T^ f^ erfrT E^ITT^  ^ f ^ f^ TTT^TR 
3 0 ^ 3 5 f ^ ' f r c r s f 5 % ^ ^ ^ W H^qtr T^TTT 
% I ?^ TW c|c?HM f^^ 17,604 ST I I an-it •# 
ffe ^ ^mf^ mm ^mm qr arraif^  % I 
23 
^ I fnvfr/#crrr iT?5%qt w P r ^ smw^ smur 
afrr i^nfcr % m^K TT «ft^ ^  ^ ^ t I % f ^ 
5M t f^rcT^ % ^ ^ ifrfr qft^ TR" TTfqt t SfffT 
( l994- '95) ^ r i l ^ "T^ Jg- 2^ SlT^ TFT sfiT s^ntcT % 
arrsnT tR 7 ^ 8 ^ f fW ^ ^^ f f ^ ?f5T% ?TR^ 
i t f ^ I I ^WTTcT % clc^HM 5ERn"«pr ^cfP^ % 
mitciT sftT 3^ RfRr f^erxT 3n^??T^ rn^r % ^ # 
ir-*" KTROTT f^ RT% %f^ q^ ^6liJ=b 5 t ^ I 
f^ (1) ^ms^r^, i^]\M, ftrr^ fTRT, 
^f i f .T #Rr, 3T^ ?NRr, ' f r z f ^ afrr ^ f ^ ^tm 
^ ^ 'f (2) WilZ W\^, ^RilW, ^«R ^ f te r 
afrr 3Rr ^^f^rit ^ ^ "^" (3). ^ Wr^  I f ^ , 
i%T^ m^, 3pq- ?irg- #?: RRW ^ ^ "snr" (4) 
r i^irf^-qt, I T T ^ ^ ^ "%" afr^  (5) p " afrr 
o 
!r I 
J^^ iRRT ^ cT€t^ ^<HmiRd f%^ ^ sfiT feTT 
^1 ^pRTrT ^ 1.87 5?M t % ^T^T MW^JI^ ^ 
I ^ f ^ ^ ^ %fen^ 3r??Rrr ar^zfrw t i vwi.+ii 
^ ^TRTRT 3T^ ' T ^ ^ TFT t I # ^ t •3[WjH 
^r^ 3 r ^ yib^dlH t I f^RlZ 3ffT §ft^ sfiT f R J ^ 
?fr t37T tT^TJ 3TR Snr SRT 5 M ^ t ^TKr %TT^  i t 
5 3 ^ ^ ^ % T^FT ?TRT ^^ JRIcT % W^^ fKi^) 
dc i^ci'i ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ M TFft I I w snrftr 
^ TT^ STTff ^ 15f Tprr 3fRr ^ WRT f 3TT I Tjnq 
3?f^ R5cRT c|g4li| q^ i^ # ^ qR ^TT^ §I!; fRTTi 
5.7 efra" H^ # fT^q" q^Jl" % 3TRt ^WTlrr # (...S 
f% q^f)¥ MRT 3fRt TTcT t ^ I 
w fP" 3ftT ^qiiciWmt # i l ^ 4 ^ r f jnrn 
MRCI^-I C#% % ST^ T^R 3TRTt ^ M l t t f?fq"F1^  
Tm f ^ ^ l^ qiiRT ^ferq; 3q%r SFR^ I I ^rqiT^ 
srept f^erxT ^ T ^ ^ ylrHif^d m^ 3 i f ^ 4 t 
f^RT^ yymn tcTR^ ##fXT qqf'<f 'TTW ^ft gTfrr 5t 
wixTTiT I Tnfr?r# % ij^+<ui qr ? r^a" ^ q': ttt 
24 
3^ 5m?f % 75% ?Tg^ ^m^ amcirw f%^  ^i^ % 
# TTtsf^ ^ 50% W f^ T^TJpr SfRT^ ^RTT # ^ 
?trn" I" I SRf: 3TRTt I^MUH % f^ SfR^iT^ g f ^ # 
W fSIK ^5^^ 3iP|c||4 t I g ^ IT?5# q^5¥ ^ 
^ f rmf vnTf <^iciQi if- 3icidRd ^)T^ % .^wr 
T?t# IHJqt % STTrrft ^ ^ f^ q^ iPf %f%tr 3TT%r 
f%^  ^ H^JcTT % I 
p^RRT # 1994-95 a^flr % H ^ iTtJofr 
# ^ ^ ^ ^ t I 
1. ^ 3 n i ^ ffHt 
3. JTfif^ rnz (offs^) 
4. ^ 5 ^ (WiT^) 
5. im^ (^ s^ mr^ rfrg') 
for 
1. ^Wqr? 
w^ - " ^ " Htm (MT4d*») 
1. f^ ^ (^ 5Rfr ' M z ) 
2. ^^STTT ' f n ^ (f^ RPR q t ^ ) 
3. ^v% w^ 
17782 
38063 
578 
1697 
3458 
61578 
26448 
3553 
11615 
549 
15717 
1. fwf 
2. 'jl^pra- 3rt^5^r¥ 
3. 3lt%¥ J^nfrT 
4. «P^ TF -^^ 
5. 3Rr 3 ^ 
6. f^ iracfr 
^ i ^ 
1 . <l=h<=|i|^ (trcB) 
2. FTPW (^qi) 
3. f^rrr^ ^ ^ ( i ^ ) 
4. g^^ 5nnf fm {^) 
5. 3f^ tr^ ( t ^ ) 
6. 'ffe f ^ (^ tr?) 
7. ^^ r^ni? 
8. ^ f M 
9. ^ 
10. fk^ ^sfr^ T SHTT 
f^ 
1. ^5R: ^TfST (trqfj) 
2. ^^RTi^ (qqj) 
3. ^m ^\^<LM (qqj) 
4. spq" ch^l^^^i (^qj) 
f ^ 
1. lf?T¥2: 
2. H W 
1^ 
8959 
1185 
951 
4580 
3071 
356 
19102 
1759 
1018 
756 
8324 
5817 
2343 
3170 
235934 
4427 
2403 
265951 
1776 
525 
2185 
3067 
7553 
1284 
277 
1561 
25 
3. g f ^ (i%wt f^) 
W 
1. ^WH I f^ (irq )^ 
2. rfKcfr 
3. ^Kcilil efprt' 
4. f^ O^T l^g- {^) 
5. 31^ ITS- (irq^ ) 
6. Rmrr (QTT^) 
7. ^^JMF 
8. 3T^ ch?p<'H 
fW 
61818 
18 
2279 
64115 
4386 
16 
529 
2138 
515 
6628 
23788 
7451 
45451 
^ "^" {^M^, mnfeTTT aftr t n f ^ ) 
1. ? T M ^ 
2. ftFT^ ( i ^ ) 
3. t n ^ iT (i3;iT)) 
^ 
1. ^ (iirrR) 
2. t^ i^) 
^ ^ 
W 
ant "TT^" (arsJT) 
1. 4 f ^ 
2. "^^^ 
3. f^«r 
fw 
( t ^ ) - f^^^f^cH 
3278 
24218 
804 
28300 
15395 
3914 
205 
19514 
70890 
1842 
17239 
89971 
# ITTT q^ 3m: snf liT HMI<^ < 3 I ^ « I R ^ , ^TT^JT - 575001 
t ?tf ^ ^ ^ d4)'fl=6l ^ ?TTrm ST^ ^ ^ 
^ %fen:^  aiRt sil^cii^ i^TT ^ I ^ 1995 t 
^ ^ i^ T^  3nT 3TTT ^ 'W: TTePT d+ ' i l * ^ ^W 
I f% W^ 1 4 5 f % ' f r ^ ^ c T 3 > T I T | w # 
26 
500 z^ t s r f^ w^sft w mm f%^ WTTT I I 
it #g- ^ ^ 5 t# I 3ftT dMdcDiJ ^ t m<jMi<Hc|ct> 
TST IPTT t B^ Tcper ftcfr t I %3it W sd^RJcR" 
^) jft qw qqr anr mw ^fw f^dsffn 
1996 % t^rpT cT# ^ % vrf^ ^ qrn^ ^ 
f%qT I ?^T%f^ 24 ft" 'fr Tfrzif % 20 Jfr c t^ 
8 Jft W # ^ 50 f% ¥r ^ 7 K ^ q?«Tt ( ^ 3n^ ) 
w BWtrr ^5^ 5^T^5i- ferqr I ^[f^H^ ^ i^ rf^ cr r g^ 
^if^rr ? ^ ^ ^ Tf 2 ' i t % 3r?rTTr?r t 8 ^JTefM 1001 
-4^ ^ 3ftT ^<ld+<H % 3|rd<|vjt||^ <J ^ ^ ^nfftcf 
|TT ^ I ?^ ^3?iT W ^Tn# TETR ftw sftT ?¥ 
gTcT^ iW ^ ww^ T^ 12 ct^ str ^ fi:T ^ I 
^ e l ^ ^ w r^or fsrr sqr I qropr sicrfii #; 
3Ptf t (TTI) ^ ^Tj- ?«Tpit ^ ft? ^ ?r^ -^( 'M 
« r 3 f k ? ^ ^ ^ f ^ ? F f f 7 K T r z r e r i ^ ft-.>ii.R 
t^^m fan sqr, f ^ # f^ TW 5^1Tt g^ TK ftcHr I^'k 
?fr l ^ tTTTJ SfK 3{TT % f ^ ^ ^ ^ grr^lliilci 
^ r ^ orrT^ t ^t^^ w % s^lt i t . ?t^ jf)i<^ 
^ f^;tsR, 1996 # % w^ "sm^ %%cr ^ti"qf 
# ^ tTTTJ SfTT 3TTT # ^gl^Jdl % ffl'-'l ^ 
? i ^ % srtr^ 10 ifr mii ^ ^ ^ 6 ^ 'nwjf 
fW # i f =^FTT^  fTT £r I #JTt W f ^ STFITiT ,>0 
ft ^ «?! I W 7 ^ T^%cT Tfeptf QT2^ -iiV ir^ 
«fr I 56 f% ^ ^ 3Tft^ Ht^ W H T^#T f^'^fc^tr 
m^ % 155 f^ (#Er TTM) % *^ r^  
14-5-1997 ^ ^ r ^ ^ tRTcT W ?nr5W %^\ I 
3 ^ «{lvj||<lMU| ^ % ^JIW gfcT iftz^ ^ T.MR 
18 f^ ^ ^ 'TW I ^ f ^ t^^ Tt # arfrTTFIjMl,^  
% 5^RW mHT STRFT 62.5 ± 9.9 ft ^ sflT glrT 
^ Trrsq" *rR 16.8 ^ «Tr I ¥ ^ ^ Tftr^ -iy^m 
# eft- aflT TiTF # yfcii/lddl 37.6% t W^ ^^\ 
yfcT f% ^ % ^ # twn 68 «fl" I ^ t W ^ % 
^R ^ ^ 5T gfrT TT^ 8.07 ft ^ «fr I 
^ m % <rT% q ^ ^ ot^ ^ ?t 400 f'l)57 
? l f# w ?nnw f ^ 3ik 3 ^ 100 ^Ifsit *# 
20/- 5 # ^ t 5440/- ? gro- f3(T I 
27 
vJiM+lO ^ % 3^5^ t ^ TTTT trq^ 3TR SflT SRT 
^ F T ^ ^ q;^ " ^ ^t¥5V ^HKlg 3il4lf^d f ^ 
^ W T ^ ^iF# T^K f^ IW 3ffT 3j+|!i|c||uil TrpT^ 
c t^ ^ f^^^ % ^K ^ ^ ^ ^^5 SIR snr 
^ TIFT^ % 30 f% ^ ^ m , g e # ^i^K^T^g^ ^ 
"\^ % ?Ff^ t% qr^ R" w f^r^^Ff f%^ I ^ R ^n^q-
^ 1 FT FTP?f W W ^ 60 ^ 2 SIT I 
o 
^\mK, 1996 t J^T^  vjciiHcji^ y ^ Qlciuidi 25 
1 ^ «fr 3fk 41^ i<lMUi gfcT Tft^ T: qi 2 f% ^ ^ 
?T qr f%^ «n" I q ^ ?«TPT qr ?¥ T^JR 49 Tf^ ^nrf 
^ ^pr# ^ f5tT T^ ^ I m^ % 208 f^ % 
^K ^feRt ^ 148 f%. ¥r % qrcfr §1:^  ^ I 
^nfrc FITWT ^ % 5f)R^ f ¥ # tR)% % f ^ ^TttoT 
dij^^ci^ J^TM ^tfeRt W f M ^ f ^ «IT I 10 f^ 
10-12 t ift aTT¥ ^ tr^ Tft eRTf # ^^m 
^•^Fftl I ^ ^5% 100 m #JTt ^ SToT^ IT;^ 'if^ 
^ ^ 3fk 100 TIT ^fNt J^ ITT^ ¥M i^Il I 
1 ^ cNrf ^ ^ t ?¥ q^ 5R qN" qr ^ : i ^ 
efrjTJ" ^ SRT f W I ?¥ rflF % 153 W # <# 
f¥ ^ W cim Pinf^n^d t : -
erfTT% ^ 3j|c|Sji^ 4,dl ^ q^cft I I 
-<^4<?fl f^^ ?Rff w 3 q ^ ^ T^5RT q^rrr % 
- ^ ^ PtT ^rrfr t I 
'Ft sfk ^ ' k % ^ ^ f t Tqr I wcTi" ^ T R 
sftT 3if^RK%r ^ ^ ?t^ % wm ^ fq r^T # T I I 4 
^ vfiT ^ f^ cHi+( wqr w: f^ I qrepr % IH6 
f ^ % ^K f^ WRT I^forqt t 231 i% VI s)rf 
w<T p : ^ I qroPT % 86 f ^ % ^K ^ 3 f r # 
^ j^fT? # ^ ^ «ft I w^ % T^5T 3f^ % ^ ?r«[;3it 
t (qroTT % 136 f^ % ^ R ) s^rra" % f^tcK W'{ii\ 
% ?m^ cT^ ?TW STRFT ^f^g# t qRTT f^"^ T^ 
#• IJTT 13^ 3nT 3n¥ 5RT <?M<+)[^ d 0.25 
'ft' oqRT % tr^ ITTT i ^ ^ q^ JR % ' ^ ^ T '^f'; 
1996 ^ ^ ^ t # ^ ?5Ri f ^ I #3Jt ^ JTiKq-
28 
anWT 23.9 f^  ^ afrr ^ m ^ =[1 60 f% ^ . 
#«frl q M ^ FTPT % 1 ^ ' ^ t q ^ ^ ? f z ^ 
^^ ^TeRT q ^ I ? ^ LbcHW«>M ^ ^ # ^ 5 ^ q%W 
^K^ t%^ ^ W feHTT 3fiT q J^T^ ^ ^ a f r ^ 
f^-^Kuil^ T^E fSTT «TT I ^ \ ^ % 207 f ^ % ^ K 
21 f% ^ qr^ cT |T3: ^ I 
2 - 6 - 9 7 ^ W^ ^ifcWcfl f^ ^TPT % 3rflR5TM sfk 
q 5 f ^ % T^HT^  l^ ZTT m I ^ 5 ^ 400 f% ^ % 
qp<T fiT er I ? t w ^ t ^ % f ^ siiif ^ «r f^rferqr 
TiTTr^  ^ qjTT j^?q- # (qf^ f% W 6/?) WiST^ 
^ ^ m ^ t w ^ ^ 3fr^  3cqT^ ?^ s r ^ 
f^ ^ wfft ^m^ ^ w^ f^ ^ \ Am m^ 
^ ^ wfcT i^TT qr ?^ew ^^q ^firw ^ qr f% 
l^^ifefl^ 3q#T f%^ 4tW ^ R^TT % ^ I 
W ^ M # % ^ ^ %f^ 3rE|5T rfftW 
^ i q r I w ^ ^ ^ d<^ici'i ^ ^ ^ 80 
^5^ I ^ qr^ PT ftfrrat t qro" ?tf qf^q^ ^ i 
vitiiH<^ <^d t mm %f^ 2 5 ^ w f^ era" §311 
«Tr I ??r qr ^ f^^nr f ^ ^Jnm t f% ?¥ srcff^  
# ^5giT?R^ t ^nf^ ?fq ^ si^vjm ^ ^ 
^ qiT ^ anr 3n? % ITFTCJT argrrsfpr # ? 
SJTT f^ q^ ^ qjcPT P\<i^U ^ TT a^rft afd 
¥55" afiT ^j^R^T^g^ % ^ t wf q^PT p^rsq" 
I I r r ^ ^ ^ % ^ q§t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^f^ 
rT^j^M y^Ndi # r a ? % ^ % qw 3n^ t 1 >^ 
? m ^ 1997-98 t f^ ^rgs" 3fk \ ^ qi^ H^ 
cf^)%r5fr % TEfK ^#n:r 1997-98 Jr f^r^ qint 
f^ -^ TFT ^ % qRpr qr ^ qf^ t^^ jprr Mi ^ 
sfrr dMcH-*! ^ ^ # TTT^  ^rm f ^ ^m % ^ 
31R. t<4MKNH # qiT l ^ SIR an? ^ ^ t ^ ^ M ^ ^ , TTOTIT %W 
afN: l ^ . •it. S^lt^ RFT, sitT^ 31«WI+H<, Wf?^ - 623 518, ^TRTT 
iM" qr^ PT ^if^ tr^ ^rw d+'iloi^ % l%q5Rr % aiFt ^ qTifrr ^ f ^ argtETpr q # "^mm x^m 
29 
1981 ^ f^+Rld N t deb-ilgj^ jfl % VTRIT g^ rTT ^ 
# ^ % ^?TT^ 5^T% #ifl" # djq(H«tidi # ^mrm" 
W 5W ^ f ^ I Tt¥W ^ % df^ <HHI^  ^ 
o 
1983 ^ w fMl WPT w ^ fT wr I I ^ ^ 
( f e r f ^ ^ t ^ trq^ anr 3TTT 39:120-122, 1987) 
3fmw^KTr3it TT, % T f% ? j f^ ^fi>i+i % ^ 5 ^ % 
^ ^ % ^ t , ^ f ^ I ^^^^ ^ "^w^ T[^ 
Jf)RW % ' 5 ^ ^^riTW %%T:r OT^qf^ T ^ ^1 ? ^ ^ 
%:5^ ^nTir % f^ dM<i4d ^f%qt % LjRqcfcn t 
^ % 'TRT ^ j f ^ w ^ ^ f^ ^ I %^5^ ^nrw 
# ^ ' dMy<W 3niTTR" yTT?T ^ TT I ^ ^ j f ^^ t 5^ 
WFT # ':bl4<d cTftW 5 ^ ^ tfW^ %^ ^ 
fT trrw f^re", siMf^^i %f^ 100 yjf^4l' 
# f ^ ^ I j^UHJjRrqt t sTdiTT 5^ ^ r^m" 
«Trl ^ f^ fP^ ^ WteR)T Piftshil ST^ TSfT S|^  ^ 'Hi l '^ f r 
m ^ ^ j f^ i l l Tl^TW % l % ^ OTprT ^ TTZT ^  I RrfraT 
'85 3 ^ SFT^ '86 % ^ % 218 %^?^ T^TW 
f ^ ^ 21,800 TfT^T yjf^iil ' W l^ t^TW f%qT ^\ 
^i 1985 ^ ^HxJ^, ^ m r 3 ^ TTT^  sfrr 1986 
5^  ^jcnf - 3nn?r t 9\\^n ^pk\M\ ^ ^ tmi 
50% ^ 3 r f ^ eft I 
qf^q^ ^j^fT^t # TTTi%^  yfcRRTcTT 21 t 61% 
# f ^ e r sfr I RTCRT, W ^ T ^ , q i ^ , 3 T ^ 3ff^ 
55, 46, 50, 52 sflr 61% «fr I ^ T 4 ^ , ^ , ^cTlf. 
3fk snTRrT % ghPT yjRd^l # yfclijlddl 36% # 
HTf%^ 3 J ^ gfcRTTT ^ ^ | ? f 5^TT «fr I 
T T f l ^ 3ff-ecT W^TW«fr f%^)F# ST^FTT 15% 
«fr 3ffT RTTRT, ^ f ^ - q^T^t 3 ^ TTf-3rrr^ % 
^hpf f ^ ^ j^JT 2}t I 3ict,c^ 6«, irnf 3fK sitfof 
1980-81 % ^ ?T#it t ^ Tpfr ?fr I sj%-cfilR^ 
T^tcTT'iT^  ? j f ^ Wrft ^ 'IT^-JTf 3fk R R ^ T -
SR^cJ^, 1980 # R r f ^ ^r^TWeftgT# %{^M\ # 
yRjiJiddi WT «fr I ^ H ^ ^jf% qpf t 3itfer-iTf 
31^ Rr?t^ ^ f ¥ ^ ^ddJJ>i[lciiQ[| ^jRd4l' # 
yRiiiiddi WT 8fr I ^?r^ 5j1% qBpff t 3?tfef-TTf 
3ftT R R T ^ t R r f ^ iyRdiiT 49% # sfrerr ^if^^ 
yRiyiddi ^ ^nr 2fr I 
E^JFS" SJNfHdl ^ 3 T ^ % ^ ^ i j j ^ 3fk 
3|^|cim % f ^ % m ^ - ^ q " FT f ^ % i j ^ 3ftT 
m^ % 3 f ^ ^ ^ f M ^ I ' j f ^ 3ftT STfTTcfTF 
% ^ % ^ T ^ f ^ =1^  mm "W^ 3j|c|f^dl 3T-^ f^  
% ^ ^ Rr^ ^t I TTTSq" ^^ TF? 3Jlc|R1'dl 3ffT ^ ^ 
3j|c|f^dl # 3mf^ t R r f ^ ^jf^fRt # 3fr53TT TTFT 
o o 
E^raFTT «Tr I w^ 3r5¥R R f f ^ ^ j f^^ l % sflrra" 
qM ^TM^K 3j|c|R?dl # gcTTT t (45) '^\^ 
Sjldf^dl % ^TTFT 3 r f ^ (51) «TT I erf^T STT 
f ^ f ^ ^jf^cfqt ^ # g w T r ^ dyi^ cfd ^ sraft-qt 
# 3cf^ sfflRi f^ p^ TcTr ^ 8fr I mni'M f^wra" 
% f^y^d E^TF?" siidf^di % tTM MRM-W gj%qt 
P^T sfr 3 ^ irrsq" ^^n^ 3jNl^di % f ^ # f^'m^ 
30 
f^rferxr P t f ^ %\^M\ 3 l f ^ gRf ^r vill^cjl^ TJWlTt 
^ 3TT%r 5iiT^ a r ? ^ ^ I 
857 TTfRI^ ^ <\i\i\\^ f ^ ^ 
5^ % ^ ^ 60-95 3m ^f l f^ % 24 ^ H t ^ 
t ¥. 2 snTTFT % W^^W 400-500 ^ I I 100 
- 500 ^ ^riTff ^ 5-6 f ^ cT^ ?^ ^frat w 
TETf^ PT f^^IT J^TRrr I" 1 ^ 5T 5 1 ^ ^[Hm ^ 6 
n^irr % 40-50 f^ m ^ foxt ^rf^ I sffr yfciRn 
^ 30 f m t TF<T ?trr I I f^IUer ^Tf ^ McWi 
MllrW^A #)f?R 3 t f ^ iJT I^TW ^ I . I 
'(ft IT;T q ^ 3IR an? % ^ I I ^RT^^ ^ ^ ' S ^ T^ 4t. 
858 arpgra^ r^ ^ J^WI^^R f ^ t 
t 14-10- '97 ^ y-^lf^d 13:^  ?1Z W ? r t '^ TT^^f '^ 
i^fetTT ? R K ^ ^ I ? ^ iJI^R* W^ f ^ y ^ ^ 
^ T^RT 
5t«r ^ cRTf 
111 M 
48 " 
35 " 
58 " 
32 " 
220 M 
47 " 
35 " 
56 " 
31 " 
^ H^ T 'T'"' StTt an^ % ^ * I J e l * l ^ % ^ "sft^ PTf^ RT % 
859 ^^\<\\ ^ THTTTT^  f ^ t f ^ 
15-ll- '97 ^ 2.5 ^ fW ^ t ^ % ir^ M^^ 
cTT?r cT3 q i qRT 'HIT I E^nr s^fT^  % ^>rw ^^ Fn^ r 
^l^Fh^iH 5 t w f ^ ^ ? f f f ??7^ m # f i r ^ / 
5^ iTiT q»K 3JR an? % ' i f l V o ^ ^ %^ ^ rk^ i^. 
31 
860 J^Tf^ T^Tgr ^ ^ t f ^ ^ i\U*hr\ 
5^lf%^ Tr§r t f^^W 7-7-97 ^ 30 ^ T T ^ 
t MR i^f^ d 4^t^ PTW i^rra" ^^ ^5^ SRT 245 t 
Jfl- ?fWT# orf# JTRT ^tltw %?r ^If^H dRfij)^ ^WW 
?t 800/- ^ # t ^ f ^ ^m I IF Tg% w viiOR't) 
'TFPr PlHf^i^d t : 
5 ^ qTj ^ c t ^ 
245 t Tfr 
107 t ^ 
58 ?r jfr 
76 t ^ 
72 t ^ 
^ ipr trtfi sfR arrf %^  *if^di^i arg^ tuFT %^ ^ "ft. 
861 MKld[)M # q ^ M^ ^ ^ 
?^tw % ^jidRi^y< f ^ % m<i^ L| t f^ TTi^  
4-11-97 ^ 6.69 ^ 3TTWT # : ^ TKT f^ 
Rf^3it:g)w smw w 3R?[w fan- I MKI^M % 6 
i t T^^ TPTr sffT f?TW mr ^nr^ rn" 3 s^ err I 
862 TTs^ fl" ^ f^r^^ ^^ TT^  w i t t H t # 
# m t tra^ ^tt^ jmtr t Rq^ # T^^ t l l 
^ I^cT ^ t q ^ WTcf I f% 14-3-97 ^ y^lf^ld 
' ^ ^wiwlw 2t(# BIT1" ararmw ^ q^i^ qr^ 
?IT# % f^^iS: ReRf E^TR smrTW ^ ^ t qpft, 
sjR^W^ra", 3j<HJ|dMc|^|!i|ij, f^ TFT^ 3fk 
t cT^  w?r q^ 5¥ t % m^fcT f ^ «fr I ^ f ^ 
3T-g^ 51:^ t fTr# q i^s- t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 
sfd ZTF ^ rfZ t^ TW t^ 5^cii 1 t 3 5^ f l ^ ^ 
T^^ Tn?r §f I 14-3-97 ^ dq^ <w q^rr srarfw 
% ^ t 20 ff^ tqm r r ^ w ^AMA fan" afrr 
TfcT i^ f^)^  2 t 3 e^ r cT^  # q^ ?g- qr^ §f I 
3Tr f ^ l ¥ J^nfrT # ^ 3||cbfpid q^5^ 50 2>T 
W l ¥ TThW t cTZ t q T # W yxiHri q ^ c f : 
cTKfeRt % f ^ f%^ S^TTcrr t I ^ f ^ 1 ^ V[^ t 
3 ) ^ f f ^ W ^ STcTcTW f%7TcT f M t 'T^ f3TT 
I I W^ q^)^ % 90% ^ cTT# fNcT t 1 ^ 
f ^ f\m afiT rri^ fwFiTf % ^Tft ^ t qRcifBd 
# ITTr 11% STR W% %• JTSW ^ ^ %^, HSMt) ^ %. 
863 [c|!^||(=|MdciH^ t ^^ tcTT T M ^ 
l%T?Tm^TSS^rR" t 21-10-97 ^ 4 f% ^ f^^ FT 
t 15-20 f% tl" w d " ' ^ t y^iRid 20 >Tt?T tqm 
q:Bf^  % ?TR(T q ^ jftTf ^Z^^^' c^ y^ ^w % 'nrft 
argcTW ^ R<fr^  w^ §# I 
amcTW t 540-560 RT ift 3TFTPT # m^^\ 
arflRJ # I 1 ^ ^K yyydl 580-600 Rr Jfr aMR 
\ ^ # TTtjfeprt # «fr I m t 3)cid<ui % qfSRw HWofr 
w 3 ^ ^fcT v^R- ^ irqr afrr yfcT f% ¥T ^^cr 
3 / - ^ # ^ t t ^ f ^ n ^ l ^ TTI5^ ^ 
jRpT t g;jfcTFr t p r f ^ I 
# ITTT tnir 3TR 3lTf % f^OTTT^HH^ 3 I ^ g H ^ , 
P(!JI|(ii'4.^ti'iH % IT^. Hrq- n ^ , T!X{. y\-^^id<, 3TK. ^ . t . 
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Second Announcement: See changed dates & Venue 
Symposium on Ecofriendly Mariculture Technology Packages - An Update 
Organised by 
Marine Biological Association of India 
and 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin, India 
12 & 13 February 1999 
Background Technical sessions 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Coastal aquaculture/mariculture technologies 
Hinterland aquaculture of marine candidate spe-
cies and onshore mariculture technologies 
Seafarming technologies 
Modem tools of mariculture biotechnology 
Credit, public policy Eind trade 
Date 
12 & 13 February 1999 
Venue 
Regional Centre of Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute, Mandapam Camp, Ramnad District, Tamil 
Nadu-623 520. 
Abstract 
Two copies of the abstract within 200 words typed 
in double space on A4 size paper may be enclosed 
along with registration form to reach the Convener on 
or before the 31st October 1998. 
Paper for presentation 
Full papers shall reach the Convener latest by the 
31st December 1998. After screening, the senior 
authors will be informed of the acceptance. The accep-
ted papers will be published as a special issue of the 
Journal of the Marine Biological Association of 
India. 
The problem of fast growing human population 
and protein deficit particularly in the developing 
countries continues to exert considerable pressure on 
the fisheries resources in the wild waterbodies. The 
increasingly limited opportunities in the capture fishe-
ries sector have generated considerable interest in 
mariculture. While coastal land-based shrimp aquacul-
ture has grown rapidly in the current decade, the 
recent instances of crop failures due to diseases and 
subsequent environmental problems have forced the 
industry to adopt ecofriendly systems of farming with 
emphasis on sustainable coastal aquaculture 
development. 
Main theme 
It Is, therefore, felt that the new approach should 
be aimed at adopting and promoting ecofriendly mari-
culture with suitable technology packages. The cur-
rent practices have the potential to make coastal 
aquaculture more sustainable from the biological, eco-
logical, legal, social and economic points of view. 
It Is now widely experienced and believed that 
diversification of the species base of coastal aquacultu-
re, mariculture and seafarming production systems in 
polyculture through a careful choice of species, compa-
tible among themselves, would minimise the ill effects 
of monoculture systems. 
With a view to focusing on these issues, the Mari-
ne Biological Association of India felt that it was 
appropriate to organise a symposium in collaboration 
with the Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
and other sister organisations on Ecofriendly Maricul-
ture Technology Packages - An Update with empha-
sis on the latest technology packages in the seafar-
ming, coastal aquaculture and hinterland mariculture 
practices. All current and emerging marine candidate 
species for farming in these three major production 
systems will be covered. The application of modem 
tools of mariculture biotechnology will receive special 
focus in the symposium. It is expected that this sympo-
sium will provide a platform for the exchange of ideas 
on the sustainable development of various mariculture 
systems among the scientists, experts, progressive far-
mers, flsherfolk and the industry connected with sea-
>4ood farming and marketing. 
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Central Marine Fislierles Research Insitute, P.B. No. 1603. Tatapuram P.O., Cochin • 682 014, Kerala, Indki. Printed at Cherrys Printers. 
Cochin- 682 017. 
Rs. 500 
Rs. 250 
Rs. 1,000 
Registration 
Non-members 
Students 
Representatives from Industry 
Accommodation 
Can be arranged in hotel on request 
Hotel tariffs range from Rs. 150-500 per day 
Address for communication 
Dr. M. DevaraJ, 
General Convener, 
Symposium on Ecofriendly Mariculture 
Technology Packages - An Update, 
Marine Biological Association of India, 
CMFRI Campus, P.B. No. 1604, 
Tatapuram P.O., Cochin - 682 014, India. 
Tel : 394798, 394867 
Telegram ; CADALMIN 
Fax : 484-394909 
• The amount may be sent as Money Order or as D.D. iii favour 
of the Secretary. Marine Bialogical Association of India. P.O. 
Box: 1604, Tatapuram P.O.. Cochin- 682014. 
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